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Emergency Social Services (ESS) provides basic services such as food, lodging, and
clothing necessary to meet urgent physical and individual needs of persons affected by
disaster. Post-disaster critiques of the City of Winnipeg's response to the 1997 "Flood of
the Century'' pointed to interorganizationai deficiencies in the ESS response.

Considering the inter-organizational coordination requirements of effective emergency
response systems, and the disparate connections of the social service delivery system, the
practicuni used an exchange fhunework - political economy theory - to determine
methods for coordinating social senrice organizations.

Two contracts were negotiated behveen a municipal govemment ESS organization and
non-pro fit community organizations. The contracts speciQ organizational ro les,
responsibilities, and expectations, accompanied by a Communication Plan for
maintaining the integrity of plans during al1 phases of a disaster. Parties concluded that
the process used to develop the agreements was critical to achieving the mutualiy

satisfactory contract. Moreover, the working relationships and tenns developed,
corrected noted deficiencies in Emergency Social Services Plans.

CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
Premise for the Practicum

Disasters happen. People are killed, homes are lost, and property is destroyed.
Despite tremendous advances in science and technology, we live, and die, in a fragile
relationship with an environment that produces hurricanes, floods, chernical explosions
and massive snowstorms. On a daily basis, somewhere in the world, communities are

being threatened, farnilies are imperiled, lives disrupted and social and govemment
organizations challenged to meet the demands created by the unexpected and generally
harmful consequences of disaster. And we are not immune in Manitoba.
The 1950 flooding of the Red River Valley resulted in the largest evacuation in
the history of Canada, alrnost one-third the population of Winnipeg. Forest fires raging
across Northem Manitoba in 1989 forced the evacuation of thousands from their homes,
displacing and separating farnilies, and traurnatizing whole communities. The "Flood of
the Century'' in 1997 created the need for 28,000 Manitobans to leave their homes in the
face of a virtual sea rolling across the prairie, creating millions of dollars worth of
darnage and untold rnisery that many are still recovering from more than three years later.
Rather than being helpless victims to these events, we learn Eom them. We leam
to prevent m e r disasters (Le. legislahg industrial safety standards for the
transportation and handling of dangerous goods), and to mitigate the effects of disasters
when they do occur, (Le. requiring that new homes be built at sufficiently high elevation
levels in our flood-prone valleys). We study our emergency response efforts - police,
fire, ambulance and myriad public works such as dike construction, engineering and

heavy equipment provision - to improve them. We also study our Emergency Social
SeMces response, the component that provides goods and seMces to persons affected by

a disaster. Here too, we seek to correct deficiencies in our plans and improve upon our
response capacity to succeeding events. The 1997 "Flood of the Century" provided an
excellent oppominity for a critical study of this sort.

In Canada, municipal govenunent is responsible for readying plans and responses
to disasten. Locally, the City's Community Services Department is responsible for the
Emergency Social Services (ESS) component of the City of Winnipeg's "Emergency
Plan". As a member of Community Services' Steering Committee on Emergency Health
and Social Services, 1studied the fùnctioning and response cf ESS to the 1997 Red River

flooding. Despite what was described overall as an excellent emergency response, some
problems were evident. Most notably, were issues of limited coordination and
communication, hence, effectiveness between the City and several of the City's partners
with whom it jointly delivered Emergency Social Senices to flood victims. 1 considered
these as issues worthy of M e r attention, particularly as they spoke to an opportunity to

improve upon our local emergency plans and preparedness.

My practicum involved the development of contractual "orking

agreements"

between the City ESS authonty and ~ W Oof its closest partnen. These working
agreements were intended to correct deficiencies noted in ESS work during the 1997
flood and to improve the state of readiness and emergency response of Winnipeg's
Emergency Social Services sector. In preparation for this work, I reviewed literature on
comprehensive disaster management and on the political economy view of how human

service organizations operate. My objective was to apply leaming e o m both fields to the
contracts we were creating and to the process we used to develop them.
The literature suggests that there is a poor fit between the demands of disaster
response work and typical, day-to-day operations of social service organizations.
Emergencies create a multitude of needs at once. Responders require a clear
understanding and agreement on priorities, tasks need to be coordinated, and resources
quickly freed from the day-to-day constraints of procedures, multiple levels of approval
and tight budgets. The flow of information between response units must be effective,
immediate and ongoing. Players m u t undentand and accept one another's roles,
responsibilities, areas of jurisdiction and authority, and work in a coordinated fashion and
within a spirit of trust.
These operating conditions are in stark contrast to everyday operations of social
service organizations. Agencies and departrnents rarely make joint plans or set common
objectives or prionties to achieve them. Communication between agencies is limited,
sporadic and oftentirnes, superficial. Agencies protect their respective nirfs and rarely

seek ways to work closely together. Under these conditions, rnulti-orgnnizational
emergency response work would be grossly ineffective.
However, at least on some ievel, routine coordination and cooperation does take
place between social agencies. Those routines suggest an oppominity to improve, or at
Ieasr address, a way and means of improving coordination and cooperation. The

Literature on human service organizations suggests that cooperation can be enhanced
through negotiated, mutually satisfactory working agreements. By following the

cooperative principles and negotiating methods detailed in the literature, 1 proposed to

develop agreements that were satisfactory both to the City of Winnipeg and to two of its'
partners in the delivery of Emergency Social Services: the Canadian Red Cross,

Winnipeg and North/East Regions; and The Salvation Army, Manitoba and North West
Ontario Division. These agreements were intended to spell out agreed-upon relationships
for sharing of citicai resources during al1 phases of disaster management.

Professional Learnin~Obiectives
My previous social work experience had been in a clinical, s u p e ~ s o r yand
management capacity. My work in these roles brought me into regular contact with other

human seMces professionals, Bequently to exchange information, occasionally to
consider ways to bener serve a client population, rarely to consider how we might do so
by findarnentally examining who was doing what and how. This practicurn allowed me
to move in a new direction. 1established objectives with the intent of achieving
measurable outcornes in three areas:

Ski21 Objectives (personal skills and abilities developed through this work / study);
Service Objectives (contribution of the applied work to rny practicum work place); and,
Research Objectives (test through application of theoreticai postulates).
Skiif Objectives:

Develop an ability to negotiate mutually satisfactory, inter-agency agreements;
Demonstrate an ability to apply a strategy of open communication, cooperation,
and respect to develop a sense of ûust behveen negotiating parties;

Apply the theoretical concepts of the political economy mode1 to the pragmatic
task of coordinating organizational efforts for emergency social senrices.

Service Objectives:

Develop ciraft written agreements between the City of Winnipeg ESS and two
partner organizations, outlining: i) the authority to act under the City of Winnipeg
Emergency Plan; ii) emergency roles and responsibilities; iii) expectations; and
iv) terms and duration of the agreements;
Make improvements to Emergency Social Services capacity and response ability
in the City of Winnipeg, by correcting ESS interorganizational deficiencies
evident in 1997 flood response operations;
hnplement KPMG recornmendations to deveiop a comrnunity approach to
emergency management by involving ESS partners in various aspects of
emergency planning and preparedness.
Research Objectives:

Determine whether our work in creating agreements supports the disaster
management literature. That literature reports that an improved state of
emergency preparedness results in an improved emergency response, serving to
reduce cornmunity disruption and lower disaster costs.
Determine whether political econorny theory is supported or not, with regard to
organizational resistance to coordination and how that may be reduced. Political
economy theory postulates that to preserve organizational autonorny, agencies
develop countervailing powers and adopt strategies of cooperation. These
smtegies would seem to mask resistance to coordination, if indecd it exists.
(1hypothesized that resistance to a closer working arrangement with ESS wilf be
either minima2 or non-existent, becnwe both the Salvation A m y and the Red Cross
will beneft by secunng their ro&ein the City S Ernergency Plan).

Organization of the Practicum Report

The practicum report is comprised of six chapters. Chapter One focuses on the
premise of the przcticum and my professional learning objectives. Chapter Two contains
a review of prevalent literature in disaster management and in the political economy
theory of human service organizations. The disaster management literature focuses upon
the key elements required for a coordinated ernergency response and how those elements
may be sustained over time. Political economy literature is focused upon understanding

how organizations operate within a complex cornmunity system, by secuing resources
necessary for carrying out its' work. Emphasis is placed upon successful strategies for
cooperation and negotiating contractual arrangements. Chapter Three details the
practicum setting, context and background for change in Emergency Social Services and
the student role in the change process. Methods of assessing student progress are also
descnbed. Chapter Four descnbes and analyses the practicum process, detailing issues
that were anticipated as well as those that emerged and how they were resolved. Chapter
Five contains exhibits of the outcorne - the Working Agreements - and evaluative
comments on the process and product made by participants who were active in the
agreement negotiation process. Chapter Six concludes with a critique of the overail
practicum experience and a look at implications of the practicum for hture work.

CHAPTER TWO
Literature Review
Disaster Management
Disaster management is the discipline and profession of applying science,
technology, planning, and management to deal with extreme events that can injure or kill
large numbers of people, do extensive darnage to property, and disrupt community life.
From sociological studies of the effects of disaster on its victims, to seisrnological studies
of earthquake prediction, to rnitigation measures for protecting the City of Winnipeg
kom the 6 4 F l ~of~the
d Millennium", the literature field is vast, and growing. This review
focuses on the role of Emergency Social SeMces in a Canadian context and how
ernergency response organizations can effectively manage their response efforts to
produce a rapid, effective, and coordinated approach to the threat of disaster.

Disaster Defined
Disaster "means a calarnity, however caused, which has resulted in or may result

in: 1) the loss of life; or 2) senous h m or damage to the safety, health or welfare of
people; or 3) wide-spread damage to property or the environment" (Canada, 1991, p. 1-2).
Understanding disaster requires comprehension of at least two factors: the impact an
event has on a community; and the resources available to respond to that event. The
relative frequency of hazardous events, the level of preparedness, infrastructure and
capacity of the affected community to respond, detemiines whether a severe event rates

as a disaster (Kuban, 1998).

The impact of a hazardous event on a comrnunity is partially determined by the

mechanisms and adaptations that the population has developed to deal with the effects of
potentially darnaging events (Auf der Heide, 1989). in Winnipeg, large snowstorms - a
natural hazard - occur with such regularity that we have developed effective methods to
cope with them. One of those same snowstorms in Vancouver would create a very
different scenario. The city of Cincinnati in the flood-prone Ohio River Valley has
developed such sophisticated mechanisms for flood response, that this near annual event
hardly disrupts their community. Elsewhere, in a populated area not accustomed to
massive overland flooding, those same nsing waters would be catastrophic.
Disaster depends largely on the community itself, its experience with a particuiar

hazard as noted above, the jurisdiction's size, and its resource base (Hoetmer, 1991).
Large, resource rich, urban centres routinely and capably respond to local emergencies
that elsewhere, would be considered disasten. A multiple vehicle accident may
overwhelm m a l community resources and be considered a disaster in that place, but not
cause undue problems within the city of Winnipeg. When an event ovenvhelms the
capacities of local emergency seMces and major segments of the comrnunity are lefl
without emergency services, an emergency escalates to a disaster (Hightower and Coutu,
1996).

Disaster is therefore, determined locally, based upcn the occurrence and the level
of preparedness and capacity of local resources to respond to the emergency conditions

created. A key component of effective disaster management is to undentand local
response capacity and have established, pianned mechanisms for responding to disruptive
and desîructive occurrences beyond that local capacity.

Cornerstones of Disaster Management
Disaster managers and emergency responden have developed - through trial and
error, and usually through post disaster reviews - modes of response that are repeated
kequently enough to be considered cornentones of good disaster management. Although
not organized or identified as such in the literature, 1have listed these cornerstones under
separate "themes" which together comprise principles of comprehensive disaster
management.

Theme - Coordinated, Mulii-Organitational Response
Disasters cross jurisdictional boundaries, involve large segments of the population
and require cooperation by a multitude of agencies fiom al1 sectors of the cornmunity,
including many participants that do not nonnally respond to emergency incidents. They
include independent organizations firom the private sector, independent and volunteer
groups and agencies of city, provincial and federal govemments. Oftentimes, such
organizations plan for emergencies independent of one another and end up responding
that way, with little grasp of how each fits into the overall response (Auf der Heide,
1989).
A Canadian earthquake scenario designed to improve emergency planning and

management in Coquitlam, British Columbia defined thirteen cntical b c t i o n s in their
modeled disaster. Functions included emergency social services for shelter, food and
clothing, public health and coroner functions, public information, debris clearance,
transportaiion, inspection, and dernolition, in addition to law and order and fmt
responder functions. To perform these critical fbnctions, no less than forty-two separate

agencies were identified as primary agencies, in addition to the rnany federal agencies

and resources that would become involved in the event of such an occurrence.
(Hightower and Couhi, 1996).
Emergency responders agree that coordination is essential, however, just what
that means is a matter of debate. Some groups view coordination merely as a matter of
infonning others what they will be doing. Other groups view it as the centralization of
decision-making within a particular agency or arnong a few key officiais. However,
control is not coordination; studies have shown that command and control models
wherein one official or agency is in charge are both impossible to impose and of limited
effectiveness where no single agency can legitimately control what al1 other public and
private organizations do and don? do in a peacetime disaster (Quarantelli, 1997; Drabek,

1986;Auf der Heide, 1989). Effective coordination in disaster response requires
independent actors to work with a common purpose, based on negotiated cooperation
over responsibilities. (Gillespie, 1991;Quarantelli, 1997; Drabek, 1986;Auf der Heide,

1989).
Disasters create chaos and the need for extraordinary agency interdependence
(Streeter, 1989). Cooperative, organizational working relationships must be in place well
in advance of disaster response. Under nomal circumstances of daily operations, these
can be gradually developed between two groups working with a common goal. This
level of preparation results in a more effective disaster response, faster recovery, reduced
community disruption and lower disaster related cos& @rabek, 1986).

Theme - Essentiai Eiements of Coordination
Four elernents sustainhg coordination and cooperative relationships are prevalent
in the literahire. Each of these is built over time, in the disaster preparation stage.

(Kuban, 1993; Drabek, 1986; Hightower and Coutu, 1996; Kreps, 1991; Streeter, 1989;
Auf der Heide, 1989).

Mission coordination refers to pre-disaster planning with mutually agreed upon
emergency functions and responsibilities of assigned agencies. Good disaster
management requires rapid and effective mobilization and response, meaning that a
desired and intended result has been produced as opposed to a result obtained in the bast
possible way (QuaranteIli, 1997). Although such effectiveness can only tmly be
rneasured during the response phase of an emergency, lessons learned from various
disasters support the interpretation that emergency preparedness results in a more
effective response (Drabek, 1986). Emergency preparedness and planning done in
advance and on an inter-organizational basis, is more likely to result in a coordinated
response.
Mission coordination requires that agencies that do not ordinarily work together
or even sommunicate with one another, corne together and develop a common
understanding, of their own role, the roles of othen and how each fits into an overall
emergency plan. Disaster plans must be developed jointly, be subject to planned review
and be accepted by participants. In order to be functional, plans also need to be tied to

practical W n g programs and plan exercises that test effectiveness of personnel,

equipment, assumptions, and operational procedures.

Mutual agreements include informai, verbal agreements of cooperation, mutual aid

staternents for reciprocal assistance, common Gaia banks,joint Board Mernberships, and
written contracts that spell out roles and responsibilities during al1 phases of an

emergency. Agreements should go beyond simply designating agency roles. They need
to anticipate tasks and how they will be perfomed, identiQ personnel and resource
requirements (Kreps, 1991).
Inter-organizational communication refers to communication systems such as a

common radio frequency band as well as the sharing of information crucial to disaster
response (Le. ongoing assessrnent of the disaster situation; a determination of what
resources for countering the effects of the disaster are required). Communication
problems occur because of poorly undentood information needs, or because persons
possessing information do not realize who may need it. Communication may be blocked
due to lack of trust or familiarity, or due to political or jurisdictional disputes. Prearranged agreements rarely exist for collection, ownership, and disbursement of

necessary information. Factors such as informal contacts and joint planning and training
promote familiarity between organizations, and thereby foster inter-organizational
communication (Auf der Heide, 1989).

Trust, a key principle of inter-organizational coordination is built thtough direct and
informa1 contacts, through networking and through activities that demonstrate confidence
in others. The element of trust refers to perceptions of reliability and confidence between

two organizations. Studies consistently show that when organizations have interacted
and coordinated with one another before hand, they have had fewer problems doing so in
a disaster (Kuban, 1993; Drabek, 1986). Pre-impact communication, informa1contacts,

familiarity across organizations and joint planning and training assist to establish patterns
and mechanisms that increase the likelihood of effective communication during disaster
response and promote trust between organizations (Auf der Heide 1986).

Therne - Altered Organizational Putterras

Disasten transform the social structure of a cornrnunity, requiring organizations
to work cohesively with other groups, to share information and to undertake unfmiliar
tasks and procedures. Normal systems of coordination no longer work; individual
organizations have to adapt themselves to a radically changed environment (Dynes,
1978). Disasters requue things be done in non-routine ways, under conditions of extreme
urgency and often by improvising responses. Disasters create response situations in
which many people are trying to do quickly what they do not ordinarily do, in an
environment with which they are not familiar (Drabek, 1986; Banerjee and Gillespie,
1994; Auf der Heide, 1989).
Routine operating procedures and management control cannot work (Kartez and
Lindeil, 1987). The number of persons rnaking decisions of an operational nature
increases and the decision-making tends to occur at lower levels in the organization than

in normal t h e s . (Mileti, Drabek and Haas, 1975). During disasten, people demand
action and leadership of officials. Decisions have to be made urgently or lives and
propexty are lost (Auf der Heide, 1989).

The climate for disaster decision-making has four characteristics: 1) pressure to
take action - to prevent or alleviate suffering; 2) limited and uncertain information - little
time to gather S o m a t i o n and what there is, is often partial; 3) shifting priorities as the

disaster unfolds, demands change, for example, from emergency evacuation to shelter
and food, to re-uniting separated families, to preparing for re-entry; and 4) stress that

arises fiom overlapping lines of authority and responsibility resultant from the situation
of nurnerous organizations working in concert (Peny, 199 1).
Organizations must prepare for these altered states. Staff must be trained and
competent in their emergency roles, be aware of how and where they and their agency fit
into the overall plan and be familiar with others' roles. Emergency responders require a
level of autonomy in decision-making and know where and when to seek assistance for
decisions beyond their authority.

Disaster Management in Canada
Local govemment, which best knows community needs, must be ultimately
responsible for disaster preparation and response (Waugh, 1996). Like post-disaster
evaluations in other industnalized countries, a recent Canadian evaluation agreed that

'The major response issues are: effective coordination at ail levels, good relationships
established in advance through training, and communication links." (Hightower and
Coutu, p. 78. 1996). Multi-level and multi-organizational coordination begins with

legislated responsibilities in which each successive level of government relates to the one
senior in a specified and regulated marner.

Canadion Legi3aiihn

Canada's Emergencies Act passed by Parliament in 1988 to replace the War

Measures Act provides the federal governent with the means to respond to national

emergencies, subject to the review of Parliament and in consultation with the provinces.
Declaration of a "Public Welfare Emergency" (one of four identified types) following a
natural disaster does not alter the division of authorities under the Constitution.
Provincial govemments remain in control of their own flairs while the federal role
provides a coordinated, support rnechanism for emergency response requirements.
(Canada, 1993).
Related legislation, Canada's Emergency Preparedness Act provides for federal
support to the provinces in their discharge of emergency responsibilities. Support
includes providing leadership toward improved emergency planning at al1 levels, training,
delineation of roles and responsibilities of each government and cost sharing programs
for both preparedness and disaster response measures. (Canada, 1993).
Manitoba's Emergency Measures Act delegates responsibility for emergency

planning, preparedness and fint line of response to the local, municipal level of
government. This legislation requires municipalities to prepare emergency plans,
authorizes mayors or reeves to declare a state of local emergency and specifies
emergency powers available under such a declaration as may be necessary to prevent or
limit loss of life and property damage (Manitoba, 1987). Through its Emergency
Measures Organization, Manitoba provides training, support, information, and a single
window of access to senior govenunent resources.

The City of Winnipeg's Emergens, Plan delineates roles and responsibilities of
elected officiais, civic departments, muhial aid partners, utilities, and pnvate sector
interests in the event of disaster (City of Winnipeg Emergency Plan, May 1999). Official

departments that typically act as fust responders - police, fire and ambulance personnel -

routinely make initial response. When an event overwhelms the response capacities of
these agencies, part or dl of the Emergency Plan may be activated. (Emergency Social
Services has more frequently been activated on its own than as part of the larger City
Plan. When required to "hosty'large numbers of forest fire evacuees fiom outside

Winnipegyal1 the resources of ESS have been required, while other emergency response
sectors of the City were largely unaffected.)
Winnipeg's Emergency Plan adopts a multi-hazard approach; it is generic rather
than agent specific. Separate, unique plans are not required for floods, another for

explosions, or airplane crashes, and another for tomados. instead, the Plan recognizes
that although specific needs rnay be different in every case, certain response patterns or
functions will need to be carried out in every situation. Generic functions are actions or
activities that are useful in various disaster events and include evacuating and sheltering
affected penons, assessing damage, coordinating ernergency management activities and
restoring essential public services (QuaranteIli, 1997). Across Canada, the activities
prescribed under the fùnction of Eniergency Social Services, are generic functions.

Emergency Social Services

in a disaster, the volume, urgency, and intensity of human needs and the degree of
social disorganization are such that regular comrnunity social seMce resources are
unable to cope. Emergency social services response systerns meet urgent physical and
persona1 needs until regular social services or special recovery programs are effectively

in operation. "Emergency Social Services (ESS) is a planned emergency response
organization designed to provide those basic services considered essential for the

immediate and continuing well-being of persons affected by a disaster." (Health Canada,
1994, p.7).
Across Canada, ESS is comprised of five essential services: clothing; lodging for
homeless or evacuated persons; food services for evacuees, emergency workers and
disaster volunteers; registration and inquiry services to reunite separated families and
answers queries about missing persons; and penond services for immediate and long
term emotional support to disaster victims and temporary care to unattended children and
dependent adults (Manitoba interagency Steering Cornmittee on Emergency Social
Services, 1994). Winnipeg's ESS plan has additional planned finctions that work in
support of the five basic services. These include activities such as media relations/pubIic
information, volunteer coordination, environmental health senrices, and recreation
services for emergency evacuees (City of Winnipeg, Community Services, Skeleton
EHSS Plan, July 1999).

Political Economy Perspective on Social Service Or~anizations

Social seMce administraton can make their own organizations more responsive
when they understand the variables that facilitate and hinder the delivery system. What
compels agencies to work in unison and share their authonty? What are the potential
costs and benefits of working agreements for roles, responsibilities, and requirements? I
concentrated my literature review on these areas in my examination of the organization of
hurnan services as it may apply in Winnipeg to Emergency Social SeMces.
The current body of literature on this perspective is iimited. To Yeheskel
Hasenfeld's (1983) seminal treatise on the subject, Burton Gummer (1990) added an

insightful book instructive for social work administration managing in today's political
arena of tight money and competition for resources. Uniess indicated otherwise, notes
below are referenced to Hasenfield.
Political economy theory provides a h e w o r k for understanding how
organizations operate, compete, and survive in a cornplex community system. The theory
focuses on organizations as a whole, relations between the organization and its
environment, and internal relations. Political economy uses an exchange fiamework to
explain relations between different interest groups, both internal and extemal to the
organization, and the power each exercises in controlling and influencing relations. This
perspective on exchange is essential to anticipating, understanding, and negotiating on
real and perceived costs and benefits of organizational arrangements to work together.
Political economy theory spells out processes involved in negotiating for and
allocating resources, those elements required to carry out organizational work. The
theoretical mode1 focuses on the interplay of power, the goals of those who wield power
(control resources and their allocation) and the interactions between the demand and
supply of ihose organizational resources. It is precisely these interactions - between
those who control resources and therefore wield power (we in the position of legislated
and administrative control over Emergency Social Services) and those who seek to
receive those resources (ESS partners) while a c c n h g only minimalcosts in terms of
organizational autonomy - that are the focus of attention in efforts to develop agreements
for a coordinated emergency social seMce response.
The "political" within political economy theory refers to the processes through

which power and legitimation are acquired by an organization. It focuses on the web of

groups and individuals that possess resources and the ability to sanction decisions. The
"economic" piece focuses upon processes by which resources such as clients, manpower,
and finances are acquired and distributed within the organization. (P.44).

Environmental Influences
Organizations do not and cannot exist as closed entities. They are influenced by
and respond to the environment they exist within, key of which is other organizations. in
order to achieve their goals, they must to some degree, depend on their environment for a
variety of resources such as information, hciing, physical resources and clients (Meyer
and Scott, 1983). As a result, they are vulnerable to extemal influences from forces
outside their own boundaries. So, social service organizations typically resist close links

with one another. Coordinathg efforts would require greater openness, potentially
exposing individual agencies to increashg influence and a reduced ability to control their
own direction. Instead, organizations fiercely defend their domain, show indiffaence to
true cooperation, and engage in syrnbolic, rather than substantive coordination
(Hasenfeld, 1983).
However, routine patterns of interaction do occur between organizations as they
carry out established tasks and activities. As these patterns are repeated, they create an
interorganizationalnetwork, suggesting that at least on some level, coordination can be
achieved. This level of coordination, and the possibiiity for higher levels is deterrnined
by an organization's need to seek and obtain resources £kom its environment.
As the local authority in charge of social service disaster response, ESS controls
valuable, one-of-a-kind resources: 1) access to the disaster client population; 2) authority

to work with hem; and 3) the legitimation of being a govemment recognized and
sanctioned response agent. Emergency Social Services, therefore, wields power. It
controls something that other organizations need as they look to came out a niche for
themselves. Access to these resources can only be gained by those organizations through
transactions and exchanges with the extemal groups that control them. Lf it chooses, ESS

may delegate some of its vested authority to a local agency, thereby legitirnizing and
authorizing them to undertake such activities.
Agencies such as the Red Cross and The Salvation h n y are motivated to become
one of those authorized agencies. Our comrnunities consider emergency response work
to be necessary, benevolent and as serving those deemed in need due to no fault of their

own (with occasional, minimal exception). The work hm been legitimized; organizations
that perform it are conferred with that same status, essential to social service
organizations for community support. Moreover, disaster work is highly visible. It
provides an opportunity for national and sometimes international exposure. For agencies
dependent upon the Funding goodwill of the community, this exposure is necessary to
organizational sunival. It brings them the community support and resources they require

in order to carry on their work. Therefore, obtaining the resources controlled by ESS,
which are required to act in emergency response, becomes essential.
Bargaining for Resources
Political economy theory shows how organizations that lack resources, bargain
for them. Corning fkom a position of limited power - seeking resources - organizations
attmpt to develop countervailing powers in order to reduce their dependence and
preserve as much organizational autonomy as may be possible. Maintainhg high

cornmunity visib ility as experts in a particular field, devoting intemal resources to
building this expertise and reputation and making oneself indispensable are means of
developing countervailing powers to those who control resources. Possessing only
minimal countervailing powers - limited ability to dictate terms of an exchange - results

in uncertainty and vulnerability to external pressure, jeopardizing intemal integrity and
organizational survival. In response to ihis threat and in addition to maximizing their
countervailing powen, human service organizations generally adopt a strategy of
cooperation. Three forms of cooperation are available to human service organizations:

contracting, coalition, and cooptation. This discussion focuses on contracting, the option
most frequently used by organizations, and the one available to ESS partnen.

Contrading

Contracting involves a formal or informal agreement between two organizations
for the exchange of resources or services. As such, it is a key mechanism for
coordinating and integrating the social service network, relieving the client of the burden
of connecting disparate components of the social senice delivery system (P.75).
Organizations that are looking to secure resources necessary for thern to carry on their
w 0 4 will generally consider contracting as an acceptable method when they are in a
position of sufficient power such that the benefits gained will not be severely outweighed
by the costs incurred.

ESS needs to contract with other agencies in order that it may concentrate its own
activities and specialize its own resources strategically. By and large, ESS controls the
legitimation, authority, and clients required by agencies wishing to become involved in

local, human service, disaster relief work. The payoff to agencies for contracthg with

ESS is a secuity to them of a flow of resources, public exposure, and the subsequent
benefits that accrue from udertaking work that is highly valued within the community.

ESS gets its work done while expending its minimal resources strategically and
efficiently, and partner agencies gain legitimation and access to disaster work.
The cost to such agencies however, in accepting terms of an agreement, may be a
reduction in flexibility and autonomy. Terms of agreements may commit an organization
to activities not consonant with its primas, interests; or, typically, in the case of
arrangements with govenunent agencies, commit the organization to complex
regulations, reporting procedures and service constraints (P. 75). In an agreement
between ESS and a social service agency, this potential or perceived threat to
organizational autonorny could be characterized in stipulations of a working agreement in
which ESS will speciQ agency activities, roles, expectations, conditions of work and
measures of performance.
Ironically, as those partner agencies carve out those roles, become expert within
them and develop comrnunity expectations that they deliver those services, ESS becomes

increasingly dependent upon them. Moreover, ESS loses its own ability ad capacity to

undertake those functions on its own. The organizational countervailing powers of
partner agencies increase, placing them in a position to negotiate and act more
autonomously.

Requirements for Successful Negotiating
Political acumen is considered as necessary to building effective organizations as

are good human relations and sound administrative practices (Patti, 1990). Such acumen
is required to steer through the inûicacies and requirements of negotiations and
bargaining needed to develop mutually satisfactory and effective working agreements,
particularly given that parties may consider contracting an attempt to control or reduce
their authority. For successhl negotiating, and in order to mitigate inherent mistrust in

bargaining processes, open Lines of communications between parties are essential in order
to examine, debate, discuss and make proposals regarding issues under negotiation
Noms of mutuai respect, listening, understanding, and demonstrating an ability to see

both parties' perspectives are essential to the process. (Gummer, 1990).
Adopting a cooperative, fÏiendly and mutual stance assists to develop a sense of
trust between parties (an ingredient repeatedly noted in the disaster literature as an
essential requirement in effective interorganizational work). Building a working
relationship - meeting informally, knowing the other side penonally - before formal
negotiations begin is key to creating a fondation of trust upon which to build during
difficult negotiations. Trust itself, is developed over tirne through repeated interaction,
predictable behaviour and regular communication (Lewicki and Bunker, 1996).
Techniques ofprincipled negotiation developed at the Harvard Negotiation
Project emphasize both the interpersonal methods discussed above, as well as a focus on
cornmon interests, and development of munial gains instead of gains at one another's

expense (Fisher and Ury, 1991). Although costly in terms of time and energy,
agreements that cm be worked out through such a negotiating process are beneficial in

their clarity and the stability they offer parties, reducing uncertainty and vulnerability.
Moreover, negotiated, formal agreements provide enforceable conditions and activities
not available through less forrnal strategies (Gummer, 1990).

Performance Expectations
Performance expectations and rneasurements, Like agency roles and
responsibilities are the substance of formal agreements. Detennining expectations and
measurements of effectiveness however, is a difficult endeavor. Political economy
theory views organizational performance effectiveness as an ability to score well on the
evaluation criteria set by those who control the resources. The greater the capacity of the
agency to meet the criteria of the resource provider, the greater its degree of
effectiveness. A criterion therefore becomes a politically determined issue subject to
power imbalaoce and negotiations between partners. (Hasenfeld, 1983). Moreover,
quality control, that "thing" we rnight measure or use to determine whether an activity or
intervention was successful in doing just what it was supposed to do, is particularly
e
Hasenfeld points out that human service
problematic for social s e ~ c organizations.
work - working on people - requires a knowledge that is inherently cornplex, incomplete,
ever changing and often inconsistent and contradictory. Because change in the client
state relies so heavily upon the relationship between staff and client, it remains near
impossible to determine what factors contribute to that change, particularly since the
confïdentiality requirements of that relationship means it is hidden f?om view in a oneon-one interaction. As such, establishing legitimate, measurable indicaton of successful
interventions and setting those into a negotiated agreement would be unlikely.

However, the kind of tasks ESS will be asking of its partners may be more
amenable to measurement than the above reference suggests. Other than the Personal
Senices component of ESS, its services may be classified as people-processing
technologies. One of three categories of Hasenfeld's institutionalized procedures, people
processing technologies have one central purpose: to classiQ and confer upon clients, a
status. No atternpt is made ta alter the state of the client hirnself (people-changing
technology) or to simply maintain clients whom it has been determined have little
capacity for improvement (people-sustaining). Once a status has been determined, that
status will confer some eligibility for other goods and services. For example, once a
"registration" by the Canadian Red Cross is complete, the status of disaster victirn is
conferred upon an emergency social services client. In turn, that client will receive goods
and seMces for which he has been deerned eligible by virtue of that determination.
Duration of staff-client relations in these transactions is brief, Effectiveness of
the work (whether a correct determination of status was made) is determined by the
receiving unit of the client (in our case, by other ESS service areas). (Hasenfeld, 1974)

In these cases, where clients are assurned non-variable, and tasks are routine, predictable,
and standardized, explicit evaluations and monitoring mechanisms are possible
rnasenfeld, 1983).
Establishing performance criteria with ESS partnen is therefore anticipated to be
straightfonvard, avoiding the difficulty associated with measuring criteria established
with Little or no reference to success in intervention. Instead, performance critena may be
established on more visible grounds, ones 1expect, that will be considered more
acceptable and meaningful to partner agencies. Maintainhg the emergency response

theme, performance criteria related to organizational response times and volumes of
clients served can be established and subsequently negotiated on.

CHAPTER THREE
Practicum Setting and Student Role

The Practicum Site
The practicum was done in the student's workplace, the Community Services
Department of the City of Winnipeg. A large municipal govemment department,
Community Services provides Winnipeg residents with recreation, leisure and library
services, as well as protective services including insect control, trades licensing and
environmental health inspections. In April 1998, responsibility for the City's Emergency
Social Services program was transferred to the Comrnunity Services Department fiom the
former Social Services Department, (whose functions were being transfened to the
provincial level of govemment). During my practicum, I was (and still am) part of a
departmental Steering Cornmittee assigned responsibility For integrating the ESS function
inio its new home in the Comrnunity Services Department.

Catalvsts for C h a n ~ ein Winnipeg's ESS Structure
As a member of the departmental Steering Cornmittee on Emergency Heafth and

Social Services,1began our task by studyhg the hinctioning and capacity of ESS during
Manitoba's 1997 "Flood of the Century". A key component of emergency work is a
post-event examination and critique in an effort to learn kom noted deficiencies and
probiems and subsequently improve plans and disaster response capacities. Previous
experience in disaster response can contribute to an organization's ability to more
effectively respond to subsequent disasters as long as the knowledge gained is
incorporated into subsequent planning and training activities (Streeter, 1989).

Manitoba's 1997 flood gamered national and international attention. The W o o d
of the Century" transformed the Red River Valley into a lake covering 640,000 acres,
virtually a thousand square miles. At its widest point south of Winnipeg, the flooded area
was more than twenty-five miles (forty kilometers) wide. Costs associated with flood

fighting. damages and associated expenditures ranged in the area o f nearly one-half
billion dollars (Manitoba Water Commission, 1998). Approxhnately 28,000 Manitobans
were evacuated Born flood-stricken and flood risk areas. Although unknown to residents,
at one point in late April, an assortment of senior civic, provincial, federal and military
experts were planning for the possible evacuation of up to half a million people Erom
Manitoba's capital city, Winnipeg (Bennett, December 1998). By any definition, the
event was indeed. a disaster.

1997 Flood Reports

The City of Winnipeg undertook some post-disaster studies (City of Winnipeg,
1998; Angus Reid Group, 1997; KPMG,1998) and was involved in others (Manitoba
Water Commission, 1998) exarnining the 1997 flood response. Although given very high

marks overall in terms of protecting individuals and public and private property,
problems were noted in some aspects of Winnipeg's Emergency Plan and operations.
hitiated by the City of Winnipeg, a KPMG Consulting report undertook a documentation
review and series of 51 interviews with civic and other officiais associated with the 1997
flood. The intent of the review was to: evaluate the emergency decision-mahg process;
assesç intergovernrnental coordination; and, idefitify lessons learned and recommend

irnprovements (KPMG, 1998). Several key hdings were identified from the review.
Most pertinent to Emergency Social Services and this practicum, the study found that:
city employees including social workers in ESS demonstrated expertise in their
respective roles and knowledge of the City's emergency operations;

bureaucracy in problem-solving was diminished during the emergency:
departmental boundaries blurred as staff worked cross-functionally and virtually
al1 other pnonties were set aside;
extemal agencies such as the Salvation Anny and the Red Cross were not familiar
with the City's emergency response structure and therefore could not always

effectively contribute to the emergency response.

Two of the recomrnendations made in the KPMG report were pertinent to Emergency

Social SeMces, namely:
1 ) Consider developing a cornmunity approach tu emergency management by

involving the various pnrtners in the planning and feedback components of the
comprehensive plan. KPMG went on to note that, Trtisting relationships are
forged prior to an emergency facilitating the effectiveness and speed of decision
making, as rvell os the cornpliance of citizens.
2 ) Consider clarzfiing the roies m d responsibilities of al2 enrergency organ ization
partners b-v involving them in reviewing emergency plans. Authority and
accountabili~
for actions willflow fiom these understandings W M G , 1998.
p.34).

The KPMG Consulting report was far fiom exhaustive. In the end, it cowisted of
a presentation to senior civic oficials, supported by limited written analysis and material.
The report did not defme terms such as "community approach to emergency

management" or identiQ who should be considered as "partners" in emergency planning
or what factors might be considered in making this determination. Nor was the report
specific or comprehensive enough to provide clear rationale to al1 of its findings and
recommendations The report was enough however, to clariQ that the City's Ernergency
Plan and state of preparedness required further review and improvements in order to
ready the City for the next, inevitable disaster. The report was also enough to prompt the
Steering Cornmittee on Emergency Health and Social Senrices to widen the scope of our
iask beyond simply integrating plans into the Department. We included in our objectives,

the KPMG recommendation of building a "community approach to emergency
management" by developing cooperative, coordinated working agreements with our
extemal partnen with whom we deliver emergency social services.

Subsequent Exploration and Findings

To gain a more cornprehensive understanding of the issues that gave rise to
KPMG findings and recomrnendations, 1 gathered additional, pertinent information f h r n
severai sources:
flood operation debriehg notes of the ESS Public Aid Coordinator (the position
responsible For ESS planning and coordination) (Egan, 1997);
an interview with the ESS Public Aid Coordinator regarding ESS flood operations
and specifically, work with partner organizations (Egan, 1999);

discussions regardhg Winnipeg's emergency response with the City's Emergency
Prognm Coordinator (Bennett, 1998);
speaking notes of the Social SeMces Department Head for a presentation on the
Department's emergency response operations and lessons learned (King, 1997).

Al1 these sources indicated that city staff were knowledgeable of their emergency
roles, which they performed in a rnanner that was both professional and responsive to the
needs of flood victims. High credit was also given to partner agencies which, it was
noted, also worked in a professional manner during rnany long hours under demanding
conditions. Notable among al1 the credit however, were "problems" in the working
relationships between the City's ESS staff and structure and its closest partners, the Red
Cross and Salvation Army.

ESS Flood Problems
These issues summarized below, set the context for my Practicum Proposa1 and
subsequent work. The list is incomplete; it does not include problems identified by The
Salvation A m y or the Canadian Red Cross. Those were added in the practicum work

itself and are discussed in Chapter Four.
Understanding behveen ESS and its partners rests on historical, verbal
arrangements between agency personnel who are long gone. Roles,
responsibilities, expectations, and communication systems and practices are not
shared;

Personnel from the Red Cross national headquarters took over local Red Cross
operations. Their lack of familiarity with Winnipeg procedures created additional
requirements for clarification, communication and discussions during a chaotic
penod;

In the Flood preparation stage, Red Cross personnel announced they intended to
do more than the Registration and Inquiry h c t i o n of emergency response. They
held a news conference in kont of the evacuation centre that City ESS was about
to open, announcing that would be the location they (Red Cross) would receive

and assist flood victims, effectively usurping the City's ESS role and function.
Several days into flood reception duties, Red Cross advised that their volunteer

staff were overwhelmed with the work, had become stressed and required Cntical
incident Stress Debriefing;

ESS did not notify the Red Cross when Winnipeg Police Services "registered" St.
Norbert evacuees, usurping the Red Cross role and making their registration
information hcornplete;
Communications systems and procedures between ESS and its partner agencies
were poor:
O

Communication between ESS and the Salvation Amy was unplanned,
Uifrequent, and sporadic. Many days went by without contact;

O

At one point in the midst of flood operations, the Red Cross failed to

retum ESS phone cdls for several days;

O

ESS held daily briefings to keep staff abreast of developments and to
engage in collective problem solving. Neither the Red Cross nor
Salvation Army was invited to intend.

wing flood operations, the Red Cross expressed their displeasure in a medi

article (Winnipeg Sun,July 21, 1997) noting the working relationship with the
City was ineffective.

The Practicum
The development of working agreements (contracts) with ESS partners is part of
the larger project of the Departmental Steering Cornmittee on Emergency Health and
Social Services. That cornittee originated an overall goal, 'To develop and implement

an integrated Emergency Health and Social Services plan for the City of Winnipeg
Community Services Department". (This Project Statement and Project Objectives are
attached as Appendix A.)

My Practicum is denved kom Project Objective 6: CooperafiveCoordinoted
Working Agreements With Collateral Agencies. That objective requires that we cl*@
the work we will request of collateral agencies and then create mutually satisfactory

working agreements with a goal of coordinating emergency response work by including
other agencies in ESS plan preparation, training, exercising and response.

Of four pnmary partners that Ernergency Social SeMces needs to develop doser
ties and working relationships with, this Practicum focuses on two: the Canadian Red

Cross and The Salvation Amy. Those two social service organizations are an integral
and essentiai part of the City's Emergency Social Services Plan (Canadian Red Cross for

Registration and Inquiry functions and The Salvation A m y for the Emergency Feeding
component). Moreover, these two agencies were cited in post-flood reports as being
unaware of how they fit into the City's overall emergency plan. Additionally, both
organizations have a long and distinguished history with disaster response. The Salvation
A m y has been recognized intemationally for its ability to mobilize quickly to disaster

requirements and for the public image it has generated because of its humanitarian effort
(Mileti, Drabek and Haas, 1975). The Canadian Red Cross is a leader in disaster

response and well known for its efforts abroad and in Winnipeg. It was the primary
agency involved in coordinating the massive evacuation of thousands of Winnipeg
residents during the 1950 flood (Zelinsky and Kosinski, 1991). Both gained renown for
their massive efforts in the Red River Valley during the 1997 flood and both agencies
indicated in 1999 that they were interested in fomalizing their working relationship with
Winnipeg Emergency Social Senrices.

Workplace Practicum Considerations

In the City's Ernergency Social Services Plan, my role is (Alternate) Public Aid
Coordinator, altemate to the primary Coordinator who held the position when the
program was transferred from Social Services Department. The Public Aid Coordinator

is responsible for the overall management, planning, and coordination of Emergency
Social Senrices and acts a primary rnember of the Emergency Preparedness Coordination
Committee responsible for the City of Winnipeg's disaster plans and response. In a
previous social work management position with Social Services, 1held the role of Public

Aid Coordinator and acted in nurnerous capacities to both srnall and large-scale
emergencies over a period of approximately fifieen years.

My immediate manager, Department Head, and ESS Steenng Committee
colleagues approved my request to develop ESS working agreements as part of the work
required toward completion of my Master of Social Work degree. None of the persons I
worked with in the development of these agreements report to or are answerable to me in
the department's administrative kamework. 1worked on the project with colleagues;
other management staff involved in the development of the ESS plans in the Cornmunity
Services Department. From the onset of the project, 1 advised al1 of these colleagues and
Red Cross and Salvation Army personnel that I was combining my MSW Practicum with
this task and that following completion, 1 would ask for their feedback on a stnctly
voluntary basis.

In our current Emergency Social Services plan, each major f i c t i o n has a
Cornmunity Services Department "Chief", responsible for plans, preparedness, and
operations of his or her respective area. Both the Chief of Emergency Feeding and the

Chief of Registration and hquiry were requested to accompany me to meetings with
agencies they were being asked to form closer ties to, and to work collectively to develop

working agreements that ultimately, they would be responsible for working within. The
Public Aid Coordinator, Mr. loe Egan, also agreed to attend and participate in the process
with both The Salvation Army and the Canadian Red Cross.

I was responsible for developing written working agreements between the City of
Winnipeg and its ESS partner organizations. For the purposes of this student practicurn, I
worked with colleagues and partner agency personnel over a penod of approximately five

months. During that time, we met, negotiated, and developed contractual agreements
intended to be acceptable to d l involved. The agreements we developed are considered
"drafts", subject to review, revision, and approval of our respective organizations at
administrative, legal, and political levels. During the course of our work, I assurned the
lead role for ESS in meetings and negotiations with partner agencies. My role falls into
the (social scientific) category of participant observer (albeit at the "active" end of the
observation scale).

Participant Observer
Participant observation is a process in which an observer's presence in a social
situation is maintained for the purpose of social investigation. By participating with the
observed, the investigator is afforded the opportunity to gather data, typically through
interviews, observations, and analysis. The strength of the participant observer method

are its non-standardized manner of data collection, and the effective use made of the
relationship the researcher establishes with inf'ormants for eliciting data (Dean, Eichom

and Dean, 1969). Participant observation employs an open-ended approach. Interviews,
observations, and inquiries are flexible and fkequently redirected to illuminate h i t f u l
areas of data constantly corning in. Respondents need no t be treated unifonnly, but are
interviewed about the things they can illuminate most. This open-ended approach was
necessary to the give and take of my practicum, allowîng me to revise meeting styles,
topics for inquiry, meeting agenda sequences, as appropriate.

By establishg himself as a fiend, the participant observer is able to create trust,
to create a degree of comfort so that sensitive issues may be discussed with the
researcher. This ingredient was central to the negotiation process leading to the

development of our contractual agreements. For us to have candid discussions about
issues between organizations evidenced during the 1997 flood, and to speak M

y about

organizational limitations, a b a i s of trust was required.
Ironically, the strengths of the participant observer method, key to my work /
study are also its weaknesses. Because data are not collected in a standardized way, it is
not considered usefui for statistical treatment, effectively lirniting the kinds o f
conclusions that may be drawn from a study. Second, because the researcher establishes
relationships with subjects, he is subject to bias in guiding the inquiry in accord with
preconceived impressions or persona1 charactenstics (Dean, Eichorn and Dean, 1969).
To reduce the possibility and effects of bias flowing kom relationships
established in the process, 1systematically and routinely checked my perceptions,
findings and intended direction with my colleagues, in particular, the Public Aid
Coordinator who was present at al1 meetings with partner agencies. To ensure that
conclusions 1 drew about meeting events were correct, I made meeting notes that 1 shared

with al1 participants, requesting that they check them for accuracy. I also maintained an
informal log of my own, recording persona1 notes, observations, areas for me to inquire
on, and persona1 insights on the process. Finally, I checked my own perceptions on the
process, my input into it and the outcomes we achieved, through evaluative feedback
methods.

Evaluation Methods
Noted in Chapter 1,1 established objectives in three areas. To assess my progress
toward those objectives, I devised two simple feedback mechanisms, a five item, written

questionnaire (Appendix B) and a bnef six-question inteMew (Appendix C). The
questionnaire was designed to provide feedback essential to determine the extent 1had
achieved my ski11 objectives. Questions pertain to the process 1used and the
interpersonal and negotiation skills 1attempted to demonstrate. The interview questions
were intended to provide feedback necessary to gauge organizational satisfaction with the
agreements concluded and organizational resistance to developing close
interorganizational working relationships. The interview was intended to provide
information necessary For answering questions related to my service and research
objectives.
Following completion of Draft Agreements between ESS and partner agencies, 1
requested that al1 personnel involved in the negotiations meetings complete the
Questionnaire. Before distributing it, a Questionnaire Consent F o m (Appendix B 1) was
presented, explained, and collected. For the interview, I asked the most senior
administrative personnel f?om ESS, The Salvation Army, and the Canadian Red Cross to
participate. Pnor to engaging in interviews, respondents signed an Interview Consent
Form (Appendix C 1).

CHAPTER FOUR

The Practicum Process: Applying A Political Economy Perspective to the
Development of a Coordinated Ernergency Social Service Response System

The Practicum process involved working with senior, administrative staff of two
not-for-profit organizations and with City of Winnipeg personnel who were assigned
roles and corresponding responsibilities in the Cornmunity Services Department's
Emergency Social Services Plan. The primary method of work was scheduled, in-person
meetings between two tearns of personnel: one representing the City's ESS function and
the other representing either the Canadian Red Cross, or The Salvation Army. in addition

to meeting together, information was exchanged through written communication
(generally e-rnailed) and telephone conversations.
The purpose of meeting and exchanging information was to develop an
agreement, essentially a contract, between the City of Winnipeg and The Salvation A m y ,
Manitoba and North West Ontario Division and another between the City of Winnipeg
and the Canadian Red Cross, Winnipeg and NorthlEast Regions. From the outset, al1
parties agreed that the agreements were intended to improve the way the City and its
partner ESS agencies worked together in al1 phases of disaster response. (Disasters are
considered to have four time-related phases; mitigation, preparedness, response, and
recovery, each of which requires different activities. pationa1 Govemor's Association,
19791 ) The agreements would oficially include the agencies as part of the City's

Emergency Social SeMces Plan, define their organizational roles and responsibilities
within the Plan, and the City's operational expectations of them.

To achieve this objective, my practicurn considered:
Organizational and incidental problems that arose between ESS and the
partner agencies during the recent, 1997 flood response;
How to define disaster and response requirements based upon ESS
capacity and the conditions the disaster occurrence creates;
The cornerstones of effective disaster management;

Tendency of human sentice organizations to resist close working
relationships;
The position of power that ESS holds in terms of controlling a valuable

resource that organizations must bargain for;
Organizations' countervailing powers inherent in ESS dependence upon

hem to perform functions beyond ESS capacity;
How to maximize payoff of a contractual arrangement to al1 parties by
avoiding terms that reduce organizational autonomy, that introduce

activities that are out of sync with organizational values or that require
cornpliance to cornplex or constraining regulations and performance
standards; and
The interpersonal and pnncipled negotiaîion skills required for

successfùl negotiating.

Settiug the Stage

In November 1999, two ESS colleagues and 1met at Salvation Army's Divisional
Headquarten with the Divisional Commander and the Director of Program. We met at
our request to clmi@ our interest in entenng into a joint negotiations 1 planning process to
develop a written, contractual agreement for the coordinated delivery of emergency social
senrices, with the Salvation Army providing the full range of emergency feeding
finctions. Because neither the Lieutenant Colonel nor the Major were posted to
Winnipeg during the 1997 flood, we provided background information fiom the City's

ESS perspective. Most notably, we stressed issues related to the historical. verbal
agreement that existed between our respective organizations, the genesis and full
objectives of which had been lost in time and personnel changes.
The Salvation Army Administrators agreed that a joint planning process could

benefit both organizations by formalizing roles, and by considering the range of duties
and responsibilities that Salvation Army p e r s o ~ e might
l
be of assistance with. Stressing

that we were interested in developing a mutually satisfactory arrangement, 1proposed
that a fint meeting of administrative personnel with emergency response duties be used
to "brainstorm" the issues to examine during the agreement development process.
We held a sirnilar meeting in December 1999 with the Regional Director and the

Coordinator, Disaster Services of the Canadian Red Cross. Under a former Regional
Director, both these administrators had been hlly involved in 1997 flood operations in
concert with City of Winnipeg Emergency Social S e ~ c e s They
.
agreed it was both
timely and important to develop a more forma1 working relationship and that part of that
building process would require an examination of issues that arose between organizations

during the ernergency flood response. We agreed to begin meeting the following month

and that 1would fonvard a proposed agenda.
Pnor to commencing negotiations with the Canadian Red Cross and The
Saivation Army, 1 met with a solicitor fiom the City's Legal Services Branch. Farniliar
with the City's Emergency Plan and responsibilities, this Iawyer answered questions and
gave direction respecting the terms and conditions of a contract between the City of
Winnipeg and another organization. There were few, if any, restrictions on what might
be included in an agreement for emergency social services. I could include what 1felt
was important, and that upon conclusion, he would re-draft the document in the required

legal form. 1was advised to keep the document brief and to allow flexibility by speaking
more of general concepts and principles than of strict requirements. Since the Canadian
Red Cross and The Salvation A m y have expertise in disaster work, I should attempt to

minimize restricting theu functions.
The solicitor also advised that it would not require strict enforcement clauses
because the general purpose of the proposed agreement was to tie organizations together
by stating roles, responsibilities, and service delivery functions. Moreover, it did not
involve financial cornmitments. The City of Winnipeg would not be taking costly legal
action against the Canadian Red Cross or The Salvation A m y , or in al1 likelihood, vice
versa, should a party fail to live up to the agreement. Instead, I should attempt to build in
joint reviews of organizational performance, a termination clause, and a mechanisrn for
dispute resolution in event of disagreement (Buhr, 1999).

First Negotiation Meetinps
Kochan and Verma point out that negotiation is a unique form of social
interaction, involving more than one party, holding potentially conflicting interests, as
well as sufficient common interests to motivate the party to remain in the bargaining
relationship. Additionally, negotiation involves reciprocity whereby positions that are
initially divergent, become identical (Kochan and Verma, 1983). My goal for the first
meeting with The Salvation Army and the Canadian Red Cross was to find enough
common interests to motivate administrative personnel from those organizations to return
to subsequent meetings with us.

Within that goal, I had two objectives:
1)

To establish working relationships conducive to candour, respect
and trust;

2)

To jointly identify as many areas as we (initially) felt it important
to review, explore, and examine in the process of getting to an
agreement satisfactory to both parties.

Gumrner notes the importance of the choice of sites for the negotiating session.
Meeting at the other party's offices can be seen as an initial, albeit minor, concession
(Gummer, IWO). The first meeting with both organizations was at their head offices.
(We began rotating venues on the third meeting.) Our fint meetings began very
informally, with introductions, light conversation, and humour.
1presented for the group's approval, an agenda and process for our initial

meeting. This was comprised of background S o m a t i o n on "catalysts for change" in our

existing relationship (several of the participants around the table were not hlly familiar

with historical roles, or how our respective organizations had traditionally worked
together). These catalysts included personnel and structurai changes within the City's

ESS organization, personnel changes at Red Cross and Salvation Army, a recognition that
our joint flood response included some inter-organizational deflciencies which could be
improved upon, and finally, the City appointed KPMG Report (1998) which pointed out
areas for irnprovement in ESS fùnctioning. A bnef presentation, review and discussion
on these topics allowed an oppomuiity for participants around the table (eleven of us in
total at the Red Cross meeting, eight at The Salvation Army) to "get on the same page",
share stories - rnostly humorous - of flood memories, and remind us of the importance of

learning Born past disasten by incorporating expenences into subsequent preparedness
plans.
We then engaged in an exercise to "brainstorm" al1 the topics that might be

beneficial for us to explore for an agreement on coordinated emergency seMces. For this
exercise, I used the "TOPWorkshop Method" developed by the Institute of Cultural
Affairs. This process involves a participative approach that taps into people's diverse
perspectives and allows participants to build plans fkom the bottom up, fiostering a sense
of ownership and partnership borne out of the activity of CO-creation(Spence, 1989).
1asked meeting mernbers to take a few minutes on their o w n and individually

write down al1 the issues, ideas, and concems they felt may be of use for us to explore
and potentidly include in a working agreement. In a small group of a few penons,

(mixed with some memben kom ESS and others fkom the partner agency), participants
then shared their wrinen responses. 1 asked that group members explore and expand one

another's ideas, eliminate duplication and write the diverse ideas up on large recipe cardç
that I taped on the wall for al1 to see and share. As 1 placed them on the wall, we bnefly
clarified the meaning and intent of each card. We then grouped alike cards together, in
columns of similar issues. Finally, we "named the columns", identifying the themes or
objectives the individual cards were CO llectively addressing.
Themes identified by ESS and the Canadian Red Cross included:
communication and media relations - with tasks such as developing interagency plans for communication at each stage of a disaster; and plans for
jointly dealing with media inquiries and releases;
training - including developing joint exercises, educating one another on
respective systems and operational procedures;
developing an inter-agency partnership - creating opportunities for
relationship building, regular meeting times.
Themes developed by ESS and Salvation A r m y included:
scales of response - understanding response capacities and roles fiom
small, single person events, to large-scale disasters of long-term duration;
knowledge of organizations - City ESS will have developed an
understanding of The Salvation Army, its mission and values and
incorporate these into an agreement;
roles and responsibilities are clear - we have agreed upon expectations,
and who does what and how.

These would become the substance of our joint explorations and negotiations.
We agreed the list could be expanded, that we may discover we had rnissed some

essential points, or that our deliberations may take us into areas we had not initially
foreseen; but that together we had developed our agenda direction for future meetings.
These h t meetings achieved my initial objective. I also had a commitment
from participants to subsequent meeting dates and initial agreement on how to proceed.
We would determine which of the identified themes were critical for developing our
agreement and which ones might become part of continuing post-agreement discussions.
Additionally, we would determine the process to explore the issues generated.
Following each of the initial meetings, 1began a practice that 1maintained
throughout our negotiations. 1discussed perceptions, process, outcornes, and direction
with my colleague, the Public Aid Coordinator. 1rnaintained an informal log of rny own

insights and perceptions on each meeting. 1 typed up meeting notes, reflecting our
decisions, areas for intended follow-up, and information we had agreed upon for our next
meeting. 1emailed copies to al1 participants with a request that they review the notes for
accuracy and advise me of any errors or misunderstandings so that 1 may correct them. A
sarnple of meeting notes is attached as Appendix D (Salvation h

y - Meeting Nurnber

3) and Appendix E (Red Cross - Meeting Nurnber 3).

Buildin~The Working Aweement

When looking to develop integntive agreements that maximize benefits to both
parties, a negotiator should view the relationship between the parties as the most process
important variable in the negotiating procedure (Rubin and Brown, 1975). 1conducted
meetings between our Emergency Social Services component and the Canadian Red
Cross and The Salvation Army with this principle in mind. A contract beîween our

organizations was not the end product, but rather a step along the way to an integrated
and coordinated emergency response system. The agreement would hold little meaning
without personal and organizational relationships of trust to be counted upon in a disaster
response.

Chairing each meeting allowed me the oppominity to sequence agenda items.
Instead of beginning with inter-organizational problems that arose during the flood, a
potentially conflictual issue, we first moved into an exploration of "peacetime" roles of
the agencies and then on to their emergency response capacities and procedures. This
allowed both organizations to "showcase" their areas of expertise and instnict ESS
personnel in areas we were looking to officially partner on, but upon which, we had
minimal detailed knowledge. More importantly, it provided the opportunity to
demonstrate those ingredients of respect, active listening, an ability to see the others'
perspective, adopting a cooperative and mutual stance, listed by Gummer (1990) as
essential for successfid negotiating and upon which to develop that sense of familiarity,
fiiendliness and trust.
Also in the interest of building relationships, 1 did not consult administrative
superiors on the agreement as it was being developed, or import suggestions, clauses, and
direction fiom an outside body. This procedure allowed the negotiating body to be in hiIl
control of process discussions, deliberations, contents, and decisions. We could get to
know one another, share our thoughts and opinions without having them mistaken as
someone else's agenda or direction. It was simply more personal than may have been the
case had we been forced to change directions on the bais of an outside body's input into
deliberations.

At our second meeting with each organization, we imposed a timeline for a "Draft

Agreement" of late Apnl2000, enswing we proceed in a timely fashion and providing us
with opportunity to develop a good working understanding of respective roles and

emergency pmcedures by the time we entered traditional flood and forest fire season.
We agreed the "M'would capture the contents that we agreed upon, however, would
not yet have received administrative, legal and or political review that it would eventually
become subject to. Following those reviews, we will again meet to consider any
recommendations and ensure that changes do not alter our original intent and plans.

Analming Flood Problems

Banejee and Gillespie correctly observe that disaster preparedness has been
neglected in social work literature, and assert that social seMce administrators should
l e m how to plan and prepare interorganizational responses for coordinated seMces in
the event of disaster (Banej e e and Gillespie, 1994). Streeter (1989) notes that planning
and preparing includes leaming from previous experiences and incorporating those

expenences and the lessons leamed Eom them, into subseguent plans and activities.
Although as individual organizations, the City of Winnipeg, Ernergency Social Services
organization, the Canadian Red Cross and The Salvation Army had al1 done post-flood
reviews of theu own respective operations, interorganizational problems identified in
those reviews had not been addressed. It was time to do so.
Both parties could point to specific incidents during flood operations that caused

Ection between organizations. Some of the personnel involved at the tirne, now sat at
the negotiating table. 1wanted to avoid the possibility that individuals might feel they

were being targeted with blame, or needing to become defensive about decisions made

three years previous. 1also wished to ensure that we not simply address only the
incidents themselves, but instead, that we would corne to an understanding of what the
incident characterized, and then Find solutions to prevent conditions that gave nse to the
incidents from recurring. To this end, we classified problems using a h u n e of reference
we were familiar with, disaster management.
Through discussions that began with descriptions of incidents and the impact they

h a 4 we jointly explored what was going on within the organization at the time, gathering
context and understanding of how and why incidents occurred and issues arose. We
classified the issues characterized by incidents, according to a disaster management
requirement, Le. prepare for altered organizational patterns; create pre-arranged,
interorganizational communication pians. C l a s s i m g interorganizational issues along
these themes (reviewed in Chapter 2) avoided incidents becoming personalized and
provided us with the clarity we needed to prevent similar issues Erom recurring in future.
We would correct deficiencies noted fkom 1997 operations and improve our

intemrganizational emergency plan by building into our agreement, the procedures and
processes necessary to sustain a coordinated and cooperative approach, including
processes for resolving disputes during disaster response.
We addressed "flood problems" on our fourth meeting with both the Canadian
Red Cross and The Salvation Amy. By that tirne, we had developed casual and fnendly
working relationships that ailowed us to examine the issues in a relaxed and nonthreatening manner. We reviewed and explored al1 of the incidents and issues that had
been identified, The most substantive issues are listed below.

Winnipeg Ernergency Social Services and the Canadian Red Cross
Incident

Personnel from the Red Cross national headquarters took over local Red Cross
operations. Their lack of familiarity with Winnipeg procedures created additional
requirements for clarification, communication, and discussions during a chaotic
penod.
Corresponding Disaster Manapement Theme - Altered Organizational Patterns

Red Cross indicates that they did expenence significant stniggle with senior
levels of their organization attempting to control Flood operations. Auf der Heide points

out various ways that emergency organizations are forced to undergo internai changes

when in disaster response mode. Personnel become re-assigned to unfarniliar duties,
pnorities and procedures are changed, and auxiliary staEf employed (Auf der Heide,
1989). These changes require that organizations plan for altered states, know who is

going to be required to do what, and ensure that, those most knowledgeable and famibar
with local conditions, remain in charge.
Solution

This issue formed a pnmary "Lesson Leamed" for the Canadian Red Cross,
Winnipeg and NorWEast Regions. It resulted in a change of organizational policy: the
local area of operations will now maintain charge and control of emergency response;
guest delegations will perform supportive roles or other approved and assigned tasks.
We addressed this issue in our Working Agreement by naming the (local) positions
responsible for working and liaising with ESS personnel during disaster response. This
will avoid problems associated by personnel being parachuted into unfarniliar roles and

positions of authority associated with local emergency social seMces response.
Incident
in the Flood preparation stage, Red Cross personnel announced they intended to

do more than the Registration and uiquiry function of emergency response. They
held a news conference in front of the evacuation centre that City ESS was about
to open, announcing that would be the location they (Red Cross) would receive
and assist flood victims, effectively usurping the City's ESS role and fünction.
Corresponding Disaster Management Theme - Elements o f Coordination

This was identified as a coordination issue; Canadian Red Cross had crossed its
own juisdiction into an area it did not control. The Red Cross Regional Director at the

tirne was interested in doing more than the Registration and hquiry function, having
recently corne from a city where the Red Cross role w u more expansive. Without
consulting with local ESS authorities, and without reference tu other organizations' roles,

the Red Cross Regional Director sought additional roles to take on as "good PR" for her
own agency. By doing so, she placed significant strain on Red Cross resources and
capacities to conduct their traditional Registration and Inquiry functions and strained
working relationships between Red Cross and Winnipeg ESS.
Mission coordination requires that agencies develop a common understanding of

their own and othen' roles. It requires that organizations agree upon who is doing what,
and how their own fùnction fits into the overail emergency plan. Mission coordination
requires that emergency plans be developed jointly in the pre-disaster phase, which is not
subject to unilateral changes at response time.

Solution

Red Cross, Winnipeg & N o M a s t Regions has since confirmed their primary
funciions of Registration and Inquiry. Their personnel and physical resources are
devoted to, and trained for this function. in fùture, altemate areas of disaster relief will
only be assumed if it does not conflict with Registration and [nquiry h c t i o n s required in
the Working Agreement. In addition, a decision to assume an additional funciion will
only occur in concert with partner organizations (such as ESS) to ensure jurisdictions are
not being encroached, and overall emergency plans are not adveneiy impacted.
It was aiso agreed that the City's Reception Centre, which had not yet been opened
for business, was not an appropriate place for the Red Cross news conference. In both
Working Agreements, we have built in a Communicaiion Plan. As part of those plans we
will have our respective organizational media~communicationp e r s o ~ ework
l
jointly and

in concert, be thoroughly knowledgeable of emergency plans, roles, and organizational
responsibilities so that they may speak to their own areas of control while being sensitive
to jurisdictional issues outside their organizational domain.
Incident

ESS did not notify the Red Cross when Winnipeg Police Services "registered" St.
Norbert evacuees, usurping the Red Cross roie and making their registration
information incomplete.
Corres~ondingDisaster Theme - Coordinated, Mtilti-OraanizationaI Res~onse

Organizations typically plan for their disaster response independent of other
responders. Coordination will not occur if key responders do not know who is doing
what, under which authority and for what purpose. ESS had not educated Winnipeg

Police colleagues on ESS fûnctions, including Registration of evacuees. Winnipeg Police
conducted security actions to ensure endangered areas were being evacuated. They
recorded names and addresses of evacuees leaving a City neighbourhood with no
knowledge that this information was critical to another organization and with no
knowledge of the impact their work had upon the Red Cross or the many evacuees who
were told they had to "register" again with the Red Cross.
Solution

Police security huictions cannot be confbsed with Registration activities, designed
to reunite separated families and answer inquiries on the location of evacuated penons.

ESS has since educated the Police Coordinator on al1 ESS Eunctions (including the
mobile capacity of Registration and Inquiry, which could be set up at police check-points

and more efficiently gather information necessary to hlfill the needs of a11 parties). To
ensure other key City emergency coordinators also share this information, senior Red
Cross and Salvation Anny personnel will be invited to attend the City's emergency
coordination meetings fkom time to tirne. There they will meet, learn, and inform key
emergency coordinaton on their role and functions. Additionally, Salvation Arrny and
Red Cross personnel will meet with ESS administrators on a daily basis during disaster
response phase, to keep abreast and involved in al1 aspects pertaining to joint operations.

Similarly, the ESS Public Aid Coordinator meets daily with al1 other City emergency
coordinators to maintain a coordinated approach, informing the overall planning and
coordinating body of daily plans and events.

Winnipeg Emergency Social Services and The Salvation A m y

In cident
Communication between ESS and the Salvation &y

was unplanned, infrequent,

and sporadic. Many days went by without contact. Although ESS held daily
briefings to keep personnel abreast of developments and to engage in collective
problem solving, The Salvation A m y was not invited to intend (nor was the

Canadian Red Cross). A sample of problems created by this failure to share

essentid information includes:

>

The Salvation Army had dificulty determining where to deliver food to
volunteer sandbagging crews. This information was obtained only
through informal channels, despite the fact that the City lnew precisely
where sandbagging was scheduled to occur.

k The Salvation h

y spent valuable tirne and resources locating and

securing volunteered space sufficient for setting up a warehouse for
donated goods. City ESS has knowiedge of, and access to such resources.

Correspondin.qDisaster Mana-gement n e m e - EIemen ts o f Coordination
flnter-Organizational Communication)
Inter-organizationai communication lies at the heart of an effective coordinated
disaster response. Noted problems between ESS and The Salvation Army were not
evidenced by incidents of fiction so much as by the very limited contact and
communication between organizations. Problems that each organization faced and that

may have been alleviated by sharhg information and resources with one another

remained largely unknown until we reviewed respective flood operations during out
deliberations.
Solzction

Through our discussions and our Working Agreement we have developed an
understanding of one another's informational needs relevant to their emergency

f'nctions. We have instituted a plan for exchanging information in pre-disaster, disaster
response, and post-disaster phases (Appendix to the Working Agreement). Moreover, we
have identified the persons (positions) responsible for ensurhg that this informational
exchange occm, we have identified how it will occur and when it will occur. We will
continue to refine our communication plan as we r e d e h e needs and objectives through
joint training, exercises and ongoing formal and informa1 interorganizational meetings.

Incident
ESS initidly contacted The Salvation A m y and indicated they would not be
required as part of the City's plan. When an altemate ESS peson later called to
request emergency feeding services at the reception centre, it placed a strain on
Salvation Army resources already committed elsewhere.
Salvation Army independently assumed the role of feeding volunteer sandbaggers
(to the relief of ESS personnel who neither arranged or prepared for the task).
Corres~ondina
Disaster Management 17reme - Elements of Coordination
m s i o n Coordination; Mutual Agreements)

Emergency Social SeMces had not been clear on the role and fùnctions it either
expected or anticipated that Salvation Army might Mfill. Understanding between ESS

and The Salvation Army (and the Red Cross) rested on historical, verbal arrangements

between agency personnel who had left the organizations yean ago. Roles,
responsibilities, expectations, communication systerns, and practices had not been
reviewed or shared for a long tirne.
Mutual agreements are a key element of interorganizational coordination.
Hightower and Coutu (1996) point out that informal, verbal agreements of cooperation
represent only the starting point to stronger contractual arrangements and joint planning
and programming. Miscommunication, misunderstanding, and poor coordination in
earlier disaster response form the basis for developing our joint plans and Working
Agreement.
Solution

Through joint discussions, exploration and the give and take of negoiiations, we
have developed a contractual agreement for a coordinated emergency social service
response. Our agreement reflects a mutual understanding of who will perform what
hctions, under what circumstances and with what kind of resources. We have been
careful to build into our framework, the supports identified in the literature as necessary
to sustain a coordinated effort. Those include joint reviews of emergency plans, shared
training and exercise events, and comprehensive interorganizational communication

plans.
Objective Achieved

Al1 of the interorganizational problems noted in the flood response problems were
explored and resolved. Our plan was to l e m kom the issues suggested by the incidents

and to incorporate that leaming into an improved interorganizational plan and operations

By relating problems to the comerstone 'Yhemes" of effective disaster management, we

were provided with a guideline to both understanding the problem and how they may be
prevented in future. By doing so, we not only laid to rat, some old, outstanding
interorganizational issues, but also achieved several very specific plans and ideas that
would become incorporated into our agreement, most notably, key components of our
communication plan. Moreover, by cokecting these problems, we achieved the objective
of improving the City's Emergency Social Services plan by correcting interorganizational
deficiencies evident in the 1997 flood.

Stumbliw Blocks

Two unanticipated issues arose early in the negotiations process; one was
resolved, another is still outstanding. The Salvation Army is interested in expanding its
emergency social services role beyond the Emergency Feeding capacity; The Canadian
Red Cross intends on being paid for Registration and Inquky work, something the City of

Winnipeg has not done in past.

The Salvation Army
The Salvation h

y did not want the agreement to restrict them to an emergency

feeding function aione. At the initial, pre-meeting to negotiations, The Salvation Army's
Divisional Commander and the Director of Program indicated they were interested in
exploring other ESS functions that their organization could undertake. During
negotiation meetings, we Learned that their interests extended to the areas of emergency
clothing provision, staff for the penonal services component to provide interpersonal and
crisis counseiing services, and volunteer coordination services. We also learned that The
Salvation A m y has not only the interest, but also the capacim experience and resources

to undertake more than the emergency feeding fünction we were prepared to delegate to
them.
Emergency Social Senrices was primarily interested in securing an agreement for
The Salvation Army to provide the emergency feeding function. However, we also
displayed an interest in hearing and leaming more about what The Salvation Army
wanted to do as part of the overall ESS plan. Our Chief of Personal SeMces attended
negotiation meetings and expressed his genuine interest to tie the personal and grief
counseling resources of The Salvation Army into his Persona1 Services component of the

ESS plan. Responding to the Amiy's demonstration of their capacity in volunteer
management, the Public Aid Coordinator arranged a meeting between the ESS Volunteer
Coordinator and The Salvation Army Volunteer Coordinator to share information and
explore oppomullties for working together in this area.

We continued to Say that for now, we were interested only in securing an
agreement for the emergency feeding function. However, our actions and stated interest
irnplied otherwise, and Salvation Amy administraton were not appeased by our interest
alone. The issue of which roles the City was going to confer upon The Salvation Amiy,
needed to be opedy addressed.

In their oft-quoted work on principled negotiating, Fisher and Ury indicate that
the basic problem in negotiation doesn't lie in conflicting positions, but in the conflict
between each side's needs, desires and fears. Positions are something one has decided
upon; interests are what made them decide. Exploring and reconciling interests rather
than compromising berneen positions is a more effective strategy. Behind opposed

positions often lie shared and compatible interests (Fisher and Ury, 199 1). We
discovered this when we took the time to exarnine interests in our sixth meeting.
Emergency Social Services was interested in securing an agreement for the
emergency feeding fimction, needing to feel assured that the function could and would be
given the resources and attention it required, particularly in a large-scale disaster. ESS
feared it was not at a preparedness level in other parts of its Ernergency Plan to well
enough identiw and assess its new department capacities. It could not state with enough
certainty, what it did and did not require in areas The Salvation A m y was offenng.
The Salvation A m y was interested in better preparing itself for roles it performed
during the 1997 flood, but for which the organization was not Fully satisfied with its
performance. Being named in an agreement with the civic govemment as having
responsibility for a particular service would provide the leverage needed intemally and
extemally (Le. with the faith cornrnunity) to prepare appropriate plans, secure
requirements necessary to fulfill the function and improve their state of readiness. On the
other band, administrative personnel feared that although it was offenng seMces such as
volunteer coordination, the organization was not in a position to provide them. They had
neither the expertise nor the available personnel without bonowing from ranks of penons
who may be required for other essential duties.
Once interests were identified, an acceptable resolution came quickly. The
agreement would be written up to secure the emergency feeding hction. A clause
would be included to indicate that The Salvation A m y could dso be in a position to
assist the City in areas of emergency clothing, personal services, and volunteer
coordination. No obligation would be iriferred. The City may or may not cal1 upon The

Salvation A m y to perfom these additional functions (but will likely do so because the
functions will enhance and complement the overail ESS plan). The Salvation Army can
now devote resources to improving their ability and capacity in these roles while ensuring
that the primary emergency feeding f i c t i o n will not be diminished. The solution
provided the breakthrough necessary to move on to the next stage, cirafting the
agreement.

The Canadian Red Cross
Finances were discussed at the first meeting's "brainstorming exercise". Because
the City (and no other Manitoba municipal goverment) has paid for Red Cross
Registration and hquiry functions performed duing any past emergency, 1 was initially
il1 prepared for such discussions. Moreover, I was surprised with this issue given the
conclusions 1had drawn from political economy Iiterature, namely that agencies would

willingly choose to engage in this type of work for the exposure it provided them in the
community. Exposure would then translate into income through donations. The issue
was not fomally addressed on our agenda until o u fifth meeting.
Canadian Red Cross and Winnipeg Emergency Social SeMces interests - that we
not hcur expenses for which we are not eligible to receive reimbursement - are identical.
Reimbmement for emergency senice costs is typically available through one of two
mechanisms. The Province of Manitoba's Disaster Financial Assistance @FA) Board, a
branch of the Manitoba Emergency Management Organization, generally covers
"incremental" costs, those above and beyond organizations' normal operating expenses.
Private insurers or corporations are billed when that corporation is responsible for the

ernergency incident. An example of the latter is gasoline spills creating the need for
neighbourhood evacuations. The fuel Company responsible for the spilled substance has
paid emergency response costs.
Although these mechanisms will potentially cover most foreseeable ESS
responses, there are exceptions. When no state of local emergency is declared (i.e. a
large apartment block fire forcing tenant evacuation and relocation), and no private
insurer is available, response organizations will incur expenses for which they will not be
reimbursed. For the Canadian Red Cross, the incremental expenses associated with their
Registration and Inquiry function includes staff overtime salaries and installation and use
costs of additional telephone lines.

The Canadian Red Cross enjoys the exposure that disaster response work
provides. The agency receives public donations because of that exposure; however, strict
agency guidelines ensure that those donations are given in full to the victims of disaster,
the intent considered to have been foremost in the minds of the donor. Donations cannot
be used for agency operating expenses (Weaver Wright, June 2000). Moreover, the

Canadian Red Cross, Winnipeg and NorthlEast Regions is a United Way agency, its
public fundraising is restricted by this statu.
We continue to seek financing solutions with the Canadian Red Cross. The draft
Working Agreement includes a commitment by the City of Winnipeg to submit invoices

on behalf of the Red Cross for eligible expenses when a DFA program may apply or
when a private insurer may cover costs. 1have met and expiored options with Province
of Manitoba personnel in Manitoba Emergency Management and in Family Services,
which hot& a contract with the Red Cross to provide Registration and Inquiry fuoctions.

Additional meetings are scheduled to explore payment options. Red Cross personnel and
1are confident we c m h d an acceptable solution.

This issue has not curtailed the cirafting of the Working Agreement. However,
that draft will require change to accommodate hanciai requirements before being
considered hlly and mutually satisfactory.

Drafting the W o r k i n ~Apreements

ESS negotiating tearns held six meetings of two to three hours duration with each
organization. This was sufficient to cover dl the areas we considered necessary for
building an agreement. In preparation of clrafting the agreement, we agreed once again,
that the agreement was to be mutually satisfactory to the interests of both parties; it
would define roles and responsibilities and capture the agreements we had concluded
over the coune of our meetings. Finally, it would tie us to continuing, good, effective

and coordinated working relationships.
To drafl the agreement, I met individually with a representative from The
Salvation Army and another fiom the Canadian Red Cross to consider aspects such as
preamble, contract duration, and overall fom. I then drafted the document, circulated it
for input, suggestions, and revisions f?om al1 participants, and subsequently re-drafted it
to incorporate agreed-upon changes.
The agreement was enhanced through the drafting process, first through the
suggestions made to the initial draft by staff fkom both organizations; and second,

through the requirement that we cover some issues in detail that we had only spoken of in

general terms up to that point. For illutrative purposes, and to detail process and results,
a few of the detail improvements we made in the cirafting stage are highlighted below.

Delinitions
Definitions set the stage for an understanding of the agreement, speci@ng the
conditions that constitute a disaster and therefore, the conditions under which parties to
the agreement will fulfill their specified roles. We hitially assumed the definitions of

disaster and emergency that are standard in Canadian literature and in Manitoba
legislation. in legislation and in our document they were used interchangeably; however,
they really didn't speciQ the conditions under which the City would cal1 upon a partner
agency. We deferred to the disaster management literature. It is the community that
determines disaster and its impact, based upon previous experience, its infiastructure and
resources base (Hoetmer, 1991). Reflecting this in our Agreement, we indicated that the

City of Winnipeg would determine when an emergency or other such condition exists
such that an emergency social service response may be required. Eliminating
interchangeable terms, we dropped the tenn disaster and used "emergency" alone. to
indicate the kinds of conditions necessary to enact the ESS plan.

Mission Stutentents

Each agreement has a Mission Statement that reflects the purpose and principles
of The Salvation A m y and the Canadian Red Cross. Although the Canadian Red Cross
expected to have this clause included in the agreement, The Salvation A m ~ did
y not think
that this (preferabfe) option was possible. Believing that city govemment would not wish
to subject itself to potential cnticisrn of favouring a religion, Salvation Army

administraton looked for subtle ways of inserting language reflecting their beliefs into
the content of the Agreement. Believing that the Mission Statement sirnply reflects the
renowned organization the City is working with, and not a political choice of religious
beliefs, 1 included the entire Mission Statement.
hcluding the statements does not change the essence of the contract; it does show
respect for the City's ESS partnen and provides a simple way of enhancing the benefits
of the contract for them. Hasenfeld observes that costs are incurred through contractual
arrangements by cornrnitting an organization to terms not consonant with its principles
(Hasenfeld, 1983). This does quite the opposite, by providing assurance and a
demonstration of acceptance of those organizational values and principles.

Performance Expectations
According to Hasenfeld, (1983) the kind of routine, predictable tasks we are

asking of our partners should be amenable to measurement. Our primary task in this
regard was to determine what best reflected successful completion of these tasks. In o u
negotiation discussions, we spoke in ternis of how the required work was to occur. We
explored organizational capacity to respond to large-scale disastea, the kequency and
volume of staff training and preparedness exercises, and we deterrnined fiom where and
how The Salvation Anny and the Canadian Red Cross would secure and employ
additional staff when the volume of work outstripped local, organizational resources as it
did during the 1997 flood. lointly, we agreed that a good rneasure of successful work registering and feeding disaster evacuees - would be reflected in how quickly the
organization would respond to a disaster with sufEcient capacity to handle initial evacuee

requirements. We were confident that as volumes rose, plans and capacity to match the
volume were in place.

In the Agreement, we included requirements that the Canadian Red Cross and The
Saivation h n y respond to an ESS cal1 within a particular tirne h e , with an imrnediate
capacity to serve a high number of evacuees. Expectations were jointly set and
coofirmed during the drafting stage. They reflect response times and volumes of
evacuees we may expect when faced with a disaster that occurs without warning.
Moreover, these performance expectations have been backed up by organizational
demonstrations of readiness kits, stored preparations and facilities ready to handle
volumes required. Our Communication Plans, practice exercises and training programs
will provide periodic, ongoing mechanisms to ensure performance standards are
maintained.
ESS has every reason to be impressed with the ability of its partnen to quickly

and efficiently respond to its call. The Sdvation Army is in a position to respond with
food and refkeshments for 200 peaons within one hour of a call. Similarly, the Canadian
Red Cross will respond to an ESS cal1 for assistance within one-half hour, with staff and
supplies sufficient for 500 registrants. Amed with these standards, ESS also has every
reason to expect that we will aiso Unpress our senior administrative, legal and political
personnel as we move these Working Agreements through our civic govenunent system
that will authorize, legitimize and put into action, al1 the preparatory work that has
created thern

Surnmarv

In January 2000,I began meeting with Salvation Army and Red Cross
administraton to develop a more closely coordinated emergency social services system.

In Iune 2000, we concluded drafi agreements, which are designed to do just that. Along
the way, we engaged in a process of exploration, discussion, and negotiation. Jointly, we
were guided by consideration of effective disaster management practices, both fiom our
own individual, collective, and organizational experience in emergency response and
boom the p ~ c i p l e of
s effective disaster management evidenced in the literature.

Individually, I was guided by knowledge of political economy theory of
organizational behaviour. 1planned and prepared for the possibility that The Salvation
Army and the Canadian Red Cross rnight resist working closely with ESS through

contractual arrangements. From the outset, I ensured that we would engage in a process
that would motivate ongoing explorations, and that we would discuss al1 issues and topics
that administraton felt important to the negohation process. B y anticipating issues that
could potentially have become irnpedirnents to the agreement (i.e. restrictive control over
partner agency's work), I avoided them. Through an understanding of how organizations
adopt a strategy of cooperation to secure essential resources and the key elements to
successful negotiating, 1was able to fashion contracts with both organizations that
satisfied their organizational interests while tying together, the prirnary players in the
City of Winnipeg's Ernergency Social SeMces Plan. Chapter Five examines the degree
to which I achieved the success 1was looking for.

CHAPTER FIVE

Outcomes And Evaluations

Compton and Galaway (1994) stress the importance of clearly specifjmg goals as
a prerequisite to evaluation. Without clarity regarding what you are attempting to
achieve, the evaluation of progress toward the accomplishment of goals is impossible.

This practicum sought to develop contractual agreements for a more effective emergency
social services system. The practicum was based on principles fiom the field of disaster
management and the theoretical framework of political economy regarding how
organizations work together.

The most tangible outcomes of the practicum - the Working Agreements - are
reproduced as Exhibits 1 and 2, below. To evaiuate whether organization members think
that these contracts will improve coordination of emergency social services in Winnipeg,
1administered a questionnaire (Appendix B) and engaged five administrators in separate

intewiews (Appendix C). These instruments were designed to provide feedback
regarding progress toward my professional learning objectives. Each of the objectives is
reviewed below, using the feedback obtained nom the questionnaire and interviews as

well as my own insights and observations on the practicum process and outcomes.
The hl1 results (raw data) of the questionnaire are attached as Table 1 on Page
112. Interview results are attached as Table 2 on Page 120.

Exhibit A

For Coordinated Emereencv Social Services
BETWEEN:

The City of Winnipeg and
The Salvation Army, Manitoba and North West Ontario Division
1.

Introduction

The purpose of tbis Working Agreement is to define the role and responsibilities, which The Salvation
A m y wiii undertake at the request of the City of Winnipeg, during an emergency. Additionaliy, the

Agreement spells out the actions to be taken by the City of Winnipeg and The Salvation Army to support
and sustain coordination and cooperative working relationships for effective emergency response. As such,

this Working Agreement constitutes a statement of intention and does not include the making of any
financiai cornmitments by either Party.
2.

Backpround

Whereas by legislation of Manitoba's Emergency Memures Act and the Ci?, of Winnipeg Act, the
City of Winnipeg is responsible for planning, organizing and providing prompt and effective response and
evacuation services to reduce the consequences of an emergency to persons and property;
And whereas the Mission Statement of The Satvation A m y is:
The Salvation Army, an international movement, is an evangelicai part of the Universai Chrivtian

Church. Iis message is based on the Bible. Its minisny is motivated by the love of God. Its
mission ir to preach the gospel of Jesus Chrisf and to meet human needs in His name without
discrimination.
h d whereas the parties agrec that joint emergency planning, training, familiarity across

organizations and communication systems for sharing idormation crucial to emergency response, promote
ongoing cooperation and coordination;
Have created this Working Agreement believing that a coordinated emergency response promotes
faster recovery, reduced personal suffering and community disruption, and lower ernergency costs.
Definitions

In this Working Agreement:
"emergency" means a present or imminent situation or condition that requires prompt action to prevent or

limit
a)

b)
c>

the Ioss of life; or
harm or damage to the safety, health or welfare of people; or
damage to the property or environment.

"ernergencysocial servicesn means a planned emergency response organization designed to provide those
basic seMces considered essential for the inmediate and contiming welf-being of persons affected by an
emergency and comprised of clothing, lodging for homeless or evacuated persons, food services for
evacuees, emergency workers and emergency volunteers, registration and inquiry services and personal
services for emotional support to emergency victims.

"ernergency food servicesn means a component of emergency social services designed to provide food for
those who cannot feed themselves, or those without food or food preparation facilities; and emergency

r z s p o ~ ew r k n a d vulunieers.
4.

The Role of The Salvation Armv

The Salvation A m y serves those in need during times of ernergency and provides services without
discrimination, in the name of Jesus Christ.
When the City of Winnipeg detemiines that an emergency or other such conditions exist such that an
ernergency social services response m y be required, the City of Winnipeg will decide when to cal1 upon
The Salvation h y , which will:
provide emergency food services to emergency victims untiI they are lodged in altemate,
temporary housing with access to regular food services (cooking facilities, local restaurants or
congregate feeding facilities);
provide emergency food services to emergency workers and emergency volunteers during the
emergency response phase and at locations specified by the City of Winnipeg Chief of Emergency
Feeding or his or her alternate;
provide sufficient amounts of food to maintain a feeling of weU-being; provide appropriate, safe
food service; and seek to meet the special requirements of cuIturaIly diverse and high-risk groups,

inciuding infants, chilcken, pregnant and nursing women, the elderly, diabetics, and emergency
workers;

mintain or improve their current capacity to provide food and refieshments for 200 persons
within one hour of a request for emergency service;
provide the required numbers of trained personnel and volunteers to prepare, deiiver and serve
food and refieshments;

maintain an intemal call-out system for Salvation Army officers, lay and voIunteer personnel.
Additionai Assistance

Salvation Army personnel may also be caiied upon to assist the City of Winnipeg in the following areas of
the City's Emergency Sociai Services Plm:

ernergency clothing senices
personal services to provide care and cornfort
volunteer coordination

The City of Winnipw Will:

6.

a)

appoint a Chief of Emergency Feeding within the Emergency Social Services Plan with
responsibility for liaising with, and maintaining effective, cooperative working relationships
with Salvation Army personnel responsible for Emergency Food services;

include The Salvation Army in regular reviews of the Ernergency Social Services Plan;
provide access to the City's Emergency Health and Social Services Training Program for
Salvation Anny personnel;
k.+c 7 % ~Su!..qUon .LT-~
!O p x t i c i p t c ;Ir the E.zcrgezcy fiC,o!?h m d SOC!'Y!Ser.l!'ru
Training Program by providing a segment of instruction to program participants on the

emergency feeding component;
indude The Salvation Anny in Emergency Social Services training exercises and pnctice
calI-outs;
support the devefopment and maintenance of a pre-planned, coordinated emergency response
by providing personnel and appropriate resources necessary to undertake the actions
delineated in the Communication Plan attached as Appendix 1 to this Working Agreement.
submit on behalf of The Salvation Amy, invo ices for emergency feeding costs in cases of
coverage by a private insurer or corporation or for which an Emergency Financial Assistance

Progriirn m y apply, unless the pro-

or insurer allows The Salvation Army to submit

invoices directly.
7.

Term

This Working Agreement cornes into effect on

,2000 and shall continue d e s s tenninated

in accordance with Paragraph 8. Both parties agree to jointiy review the Working Agreement at least once

every two years, the f i t review due by December 3 1, 2002. The Public Aid Coordinator will be
responst'ble for calling the review of the Working Agreement. Following the review, the pariies will Six

an appendix indicating the review and any necessary minor revisions and updates, which are not
inconsistent with clauses of the Agreement and signed by the Public Aid Coordinator for the City of
Winnipeg and the Divisioaai Commander for The Salvation h y .
8.

Termination

Either party may, for any reason, terminate this Working Agreement, in a tirne of "non-emergency", by
givkg sïxty days' notice in writing to the other Party. When an "ernergency" as defmed in 'The

Emergency Measures Act" arises prior to and continues beyond the term of notification to tenninate, the
parties shaii continue to be bound by this Agreement un91 emergency conditions have ceased.

9.

Dispute Mechanism

During an emergency, should disagreement arise on tenns of this Agreement that cannot be quickly

resolved between the Chief of Ernergency Feeding and the Divisional Commander or his designate, the
City of Winnipeg, Public Aid Coordinator shall have final authority to interpret and decide upon a course

of action favourable to the needs of emergency victims and applicable to both parties.

Mayor GIen Murray
City of Winnipeg

Colone1 Ray Moulton
Divisional Commander
Salvation Amy, Manitoba and
North West Ontario Division

BeIieving that inter-organizational communication is key to developing and maintaining an effective, coordinated
emergency services response, the City of Winnipeg and The Salvation Amy have developed and agree to abide by the
provisions made within this
COMMUNICATlON PLAN

Pre-Emereencv Phase
1.
The City of Winnipeg represented by the Public Aid Coordinator will rneet at least twice annually with The
Salvation Army represented by the Coordinator of Ernergency Services. Along with their team members and invited
personnel appropnate to the planneci agenda, mecting members will rtview and update emergency plans and preprire
exercises and training events to enhmce the state of crnergency preparedncss. At le- once annudly, the agenda will
include a revicw of plans for the media relations component of emergency response with a view to coordinating
emergency public information efforts associateci with an emergency.
7
-.
The City of Winnipeg and The Salvation Army will distribute copies of their respective emergency plans and
dl-out Iists to one another and promptly notiQ alternacc parties of updates and changes as they occur.

3.
In the event of sufficient forewaming of a pending emergency, the Public Aid Coordinator will convene a
meeting with The Salvation Army to prepare action plans.
When the Public Aid Coordinator convencs an inter-agency meeting of Emergency Social Serviccs agencies,
The Salvation A m y will bc invited to attend and participate on sub-committce(s)appropriate to thcir emergency
services role.

4.

Emereencv Response Phase

1.
The Chief of Emergency Feeding and the Coordinator of Emergency Services will ensure daily
communication between parties for coordinating the emergcncy response.
7
-.

A dedicated, non-public phone line wilt be established betwecn Emergency Command Centres established by
Ernergency Social Services and The Salvation h y .

3.
The Sahwion Army and City of Winnipeg Emergency Social Services wil1 attend one another's Emergcncy
Command Centre meetings as required.
4.

The Salvation A m y wiil attend the City of Wimipeg Emergency Operations Centre at the invitation of the
Public Aid Coordinator.

5.

The Salvation Army will be copied on d l Emqency Social Services correspondence related to their
emergency response role.

6.

ReguIar and frequent communication will occur ttuough the emergency recovery stage.

Post-Emerpencv Phase
1.
The Public Aid Coordinator will convene a mceting(s) with The SaIvation Amy to debnef emergency
response efforts and jointly identify lessons learned and areas of strength and deficiency.

2.
Both parties agree to rwolve any issues of disagreement that may have arisen during the response phase and
to work toward strengthening ernergency plans and activities that were deemed as deficient in response.
3.

Parties wiI[ share public reports related to the ernergency social services response with one another.

WORKING AGREEMENT
For Coordinated Emerpencv Social Services

BETWEEN:
The City of Winnipeg
and
The Canadian Red Cross, Winnipeg and NorWEast Regions
1.

Introduction

The purpose of ttus Working Agreement is to define the role and responsibilities, which the Canadian Red
Cross wili undertake at the request of the City of Winnipeg, during an emergency. ,4dditionally, the
Agreement spells out the actions to be taken by the City of Winnipeg and the Canadian Red Cross to
support and susiain coordination and cooperative working relationships for effective emergency response.
As such, this Working Agreement constitutes a statement of intention and does not include the making of

any h c i a l commitments by either Party.
2.

Backpround

Whereas by legislation of Manitoba's Emergency Measures Act and the City of Winnipeg Acr, the

City of Winnipeg is responsible for pirinning, organizing and providkig prompt and effective response and
evacuation services to reduce the consequences of emergency to persons and properry;
And whereas the Mission Statement of The Cstnadian Red Cross Society is:

The Canadian Red Cross Society is part of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent
Movement and. sogether rvith over 175 national societies, we are focused on one strategic goal: to
improve the situation of the most vulnerable. We help people deal with situations that threaten
their sunival and safity, rheir security and well-being, their human dignity, in Canada and
around the world. In common with Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies around the world, rhe
Canadian Red Cross is committed ru uphoiding and advocating the Seven Fundamental Principles
(Appendir 1).
And whereas the parties agree that joint emergency planning, training, famihity across

organi7ations and communication systems for sharing uiformation crucial to emergency response, promote
ongoing cooperation and coordination;

Have created this Working Agreement believing that a coordinated emergency response promotes
faster recovery, reduced personal suBering and commimity dimiption, and lower emergency costs.

Definitions

3.

Tn. this Working Agreement:
"ernergency" means a present or L i e n t situation or condition chat requires prompt action to prevent or
Limit
a) the Ioss of life; or
b) harm or damage to the safety, health or welfare of people; or
c) damage to the property or environment.

uemergency social services" means a planned emergency response organization designed to provide those
basic services considered essential for the immediate and continuing well-being of persons affected by an
emergency, and comprised of ciothing, lodging for homeless or evacuated perçons, food senrices for
evacuees, emergency workers and volunteers, registration and inquiry services and persona1 services for
emotional support to emergency victims.
"registration and inquiry" ( R + I ) means pre-planned, organized services for the purposes of registering
people who have been evacuated as a result of an emergency. Registration and Inquiry has two prunrtry
objectives: 1) to coliect accurate and reliable information and answer inquiries regarding the location of
ernergency victims; and 2) to assist in reuniting separated families as quickly as conditions permit.
The Canadian Red Cross Will:

4.

When the City of Winnipeg determines t h t an emergency or other such conditions exist such that an
emergency social services response m y be required, the City of Winnipeg will decide when to cal1 upon
the Canadian Red Cross, which wiI1:

a) organize and direct the Registration and Inquiry services during an emergency;
b) provide, when required, Central Registry / Inquiry Services;

c) respond with an R + 1 contingent within one-half hour of an emergency call-out a d respond with

a "Ready Kit" stocked with supplies sufficieut for 500 registrants;
d) provide mined personnel and vo lunteers to conduct Registration and Inquiry services;

e) provide additional Camdian Red Cross personnel and appropriate volunteers to assist with the
Regisûation and inquiry response to the emergency as required;
f)

maintain an intemal cali-out system for Canadian Red Cross personnel and volunteers;

During non-emergency conditions, the Canadian Red Cross will:
aa) provide access of appropiate City of Winnipeg personnel to Registration and Inquiry training
pro-;

bb) invite the City of Winnipeg to participate in Canadian Red Cross simuiated emergency training
exercises.

The Citv of Winnipw Will:

appoint a Chief of Registration and inquiry within the Emergency Social Services PIan with
responsibiiity for liaising with, and mahtaining effective, coopentive working relationships with
Canadian Red Cross personnel responsïble for Registration and inquiry services;
include the Canadian Red Cross in regular reviews of the Emergency Social Services Plan;
provide access to the City's Emergency Health and Social Services Training Program for
Canadian Red Cross personnel;

invite the Canadian Red Cross to participate in the Emergency Health and Social Services
Training Program by providing a segment of instruction to program participants on the
Registration and lnquiry component;
inchde the Canadian Red Cross in Emergency Social Services training exercises and pnctice
cd-outs;
support the development and maintenance of a pre-planneci, coordinated emergency response by
providing personnel and appropnate resources necessary to undemke the actions delineated in the
Communication Plan attached as Appendk 2 to this Working Agreement.
submit on behaifof the Canadian Red Cross, invoices for emergency Registration and Inquiry
costs in cases of covenge by a private insurer or corporation or for which a Disaster Finsincial
Assistance Program may apply, unless the program or insurer allows the Canadian Red Cross to
submit invoices directly.
Confidentialitv and Ownershi~of Information

Whle this Working Agreement is in effect, and at al1 rimes thereafler, the Canadian Red Cross and any
officers, employees or agents of the Canadian Red Cross:
a)

shali treat as confidential ali information, data, reports, documents and materials acquired or
to which access has been given in the course of, or incidental to, the performance of this
Agreement;
stiali not disclose, or permit to be disclosed to any person, corpontion or organization such
information, data, reports, documents or materials except in the performance of meeting the
prirnary objectives of Registration and hquiry services;
shali enjoy joint ownerstiip with the City of Winnipeg of al1 reports, information. data.
research, documents, photographs and mterials discovered or produced by the Canadian Red
Cross in the performance of this Agreement, the use of which is solely restricted to meeting
the two prisnary objectives of Registration and hquiry udess the joint owners agree in

writing to some other purpose that would be favounble to the interests of emergency victims;

shall store and safeguard the confidentiaiity of such information, data, reports, documents or
materials.

7.

Term

This Working Agreement cornes into effect on

,2000 and shall continue uniess terminated

in accordance with Paragraph 8. Both parties agree to jointly review the Working Agreement at least once
every two years, the first review due by December 31,2002. The Public Aid Coordinator will be
responsibk for calling the review of the Working Agreement. Following the review, the parties wiIl affix
an appendix indicating the review and any necessary, minor revisions and updates which are not

inconsistent with clauses of the Agreement and signed by the Public Aid Coordinator for the City of
Winnipeg and the Regional Director for the Canadian Red Crosq.

8.

Termination

Either party may, for any reason, temiinate this Working Agreement, in a t h e of L'non-emergency",by
giving sivty days' notice in writing to the other party. When an "emergency" as defmed in '+The

Emergency Measures Act" arises prior to and continues beyond the term of notification to terminrite, the
parties shali continue to be bound by th& Agreement until emergency conditions have ceased.
9.

Dispute Mechanism

During an emergency, should disagreement arise on temis of this Agreement tfiat c m o t be quickly

resoived between the Chef of Regismtiou and Inquiry and the Coordinator of Disaster Services, the Public
Aid Coordinator and the Regional Director shall anempt to resolve the dispute; if this is not possible in a
timely fashion, the Public Aid Coordinator s h l l have fia1 authority to interpret and decide upon a course
of action favourable to the needs of emergency victims and applicable to both parties.

Mayor Glen Muray

City of Winnipeg

Judith Weaver Wright
Regional Director
Canadian Red Cross
Winnipeg and North/East Regions

Appendix 1

The Fundamental Principles
of the International Red Cross
and Red Crescent Movement
humanity

The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, boni of a
desire to bring assistance without discrimination to the wounded on the
battlefield, endeavors, in its international and national capacity, to
prevent and alleviate hurnan suffering wherever it may be found. Its
y q o s e is to protect life and health and tn cmwe rc~pectf ~&e
r hwa
being. It promotes mutual understanding, tkiendship, CO-operationand
lasting peace amongst ail peoples.

impartiaiity

It makes no discrimination as to natiomlity, race, religious beliefs,
class or political opinions. It endeavors to relieve the suffering of
individwls, being guided solety by their needs, and to give prioity to
the rnost urgent cases of distress.

neutrality

In order to continue to enjoy the confidence of ail, the Movement rnay
not take sides in hostiiities or engage at any time in controversies of a
political, racial, religious or ideological nature.

independence

The Movement is independent. The National Societies, while
audiaries in the humanitarian senices of their goveniments and
subject to the laws of their respective counrries, must dways maintain
their autonomy so that they may be able at al1 times to act in
accordance with the principles of the Movement.

voluntary service

It is a voluntary relief movement not prompted in any mamer by
dcsire for gain.

unity

There c m be ody one Red Cross or one Red Crescent Society in any
one country. It must be open to au. It must carry on its humanitarian
work throughout its territory.

The international Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, in which afl
Societies have equal status and share equal responsïbilities and duties
in helping each other, is woridwide.
The Fundamental PrincipIes were proclaimed by the XXth hternational
Conference of the Red Cross, Vienna, 1965. This is the revised text
contained in the Statutes of the international Red Cross and Red
Crescent Movement, adopted by the W t h international Conference
of the Red Cross, Geneva, 1986.

Believîng that intersrganizationai communication is key to deveioping and maintaining an effective, coordinated
ernergency services response, the City of Winnipeg and the Canadian Red Cross have developed and agree to abide by
the provisions made within this
COhlMUNICATION PLAN

Pre-Emevenw Phase
The City of Winnipeg tepresented by the Public Aid Coordinator will meet at least threc times annually with
1.
the Canadian Red Cross represented by the Coordinator of Emergency Services. Along with their t m memben and
invited personnel appropriate to the pl~inedagenda, meeting members will review and update emergency plans and
prepam exercises and training events to enhance the state of emergency preparedncss. At least once annually, the
agenda will include a review of plans for the media relations component of emergency responsc with a view to
coordinating emergency public information efforts associatcd with a emergency.
2.
The City of Winnipeg and the Canadian Red Cross will disrribute copies of their respective emergency plans
and callsut lis& to one another and promptly notify alternate parties of updates and changes as thcy occur.

In the event of suficient forewarning of a pending emergency, the Public Aid Coordinator will convene a
3.
meeting with the Canadian Red Cross to prepare action plans.
When the Public Aid Coordinator convenes an inter-agency meeting of Emergency Social Services agencics,
the Canadian Red Cross will be invited to attend and participate on sub-comrnittec(s)appropriate to their emergency
services role.

4.

Ernereencv Resaonse Phase
1.
The Chef of Registration and Inquuy and the Coordinator of Ernergency Services will ensure daiiy
communication between parties for coordinating the emergcncy rcsponse.

A dedicated, non-public phone line will be established beween Emergency Comrnand Centres established by
Emcrgency Social Services and the Canadian Red Cross.

2.

3.
The Canadian Rcd Cross and City of Winnipeg Emergency Social Services wil attend one another's
Emergency Command Centre meetings as required.

The Canadian R d Cross wiil attend the City of Winnipeg Emergency Opentions Centre at the invitation of
the Public Aid Coordinator.

4.

5.
The Canadian Red Cross will be copied on al1 Emergency Social Services correspondence related to their
ernergency response role.

Post-Emereencv Phase
1.
The Public Aid Coordinator will convene a meeting@) with the Canadian Red Cross to debriefemergency
response efforts and jointIy idmtie lessons iearned and areas of strength and dcficiency.
2.
Both parties agree to resolve any issues of disagreement that may have arisen during the response phase and
to work towvd strengtheming ernergency plans and activities that were deemed as deficient in response-

3.

Parties \vil1 share public reports related to the emergency social services response with one another.

Evaluative Measu res
After the W o r h g Ageements were concluded, I adrninistered questio~airesto
twelve administrators involved in the negotiations process. The nine returned are shown

in Table 1. Administrators retumed two each from The Salvation h n y and the
Canadian Red Cross. Two were returned by ESS staff involved in negotiation meetings

with the Red Cross and another two by ESS staff hvolved in negotiations with The
Salvation Army. The Public Aid Coordinator who attended and participated in al1
negotiations returned the ninth questionnaire.
Overall, the questionnaire gauged participants' satisfaction with the agreement,
whether the negotiations helped to improve working relationships between ESS and
parber agencies, and the facilitator's use of open communication, cooperation, and
respect dunng negotiations. ï'hese themes are related to my skill and service objectives,
which are explored below.

I also conducted interviews with five key administraton who were involved in
negotiating the Working Agreements, namely the ESS Public Aid Coordinator, and two
administrators each from the Canadian Red Cross and The Salvation Amy. Raw data
fiom the interviews is shovm in Table 2. Inteniew questions were designed to gauge
whether participants considered whether we had corrected emergency plan deficiencies
and improved our state of preparedness. A second set of questions explored whether

administraton considered their organizational autonorny to be threatened by a contractual
relationship with the City of Winnipeg. These themes are related to my service and
research objectives; interview responses are analyzed below, in relation to each of those.

Evaluation of Professional Learning

Each of the objectives I established at the outset of my practicum are examined

using the feedback obtained fiom questionnaires and interviews as well as fiom my own
Uisights and observations on the process and outcomes.

SkiLi Objectives

I achieved al1 three of my ski11objectives:
I . Deveiop an ability to negotiare mutually satisfactory, inter-agency agreements.

Al1 nine questionnaire respondents consider the Agreement to be satisfactory and al1 nine
identiw the variety of interpersonal and knowledge-based skills 1used to arrive at the end
product. Satisfaction with the Agreement is expressed in terms of having met agency
objectives, being consistent with organizational missions, providing a sound fhmework
for a coordinated emergency response and as spelling out processes we will now employ
to M e r our joint plans and goals. Despite the fact that we have an outstanding

(financial) issue with the Red Cross, the Regional Director considers the Agreement
satisfactory, reflecting confidence that we will resolve the issue.

One Salvation Army response credited me with providing "excellent leadership to
the project". This was reflected in other comments through recognition of the work 1 did
to facilitate consensus, to ensure all members had ample opportunity to contribute and
participate and to keep everyone informed with accurate and timely meeting notes.

2. Demonrtrate an ability to apply a strate# cfopen communication, cooperation,

and respect to develop a sense of trust between negotiatingparties.
Prior to each negotiation meeting with The Salvation Amiy and the Red Cross, 1prepared

an informal meeting agenda for the approval of participants (it was always approved).
Additionally, 1 set personal objectives for the meeting. Those personal objectives
required that 1pay conscious attention to process, to ensure that I was using those
interpersonal and knowledge-based skills suggested in the literature as essential to
successful negotiations. 1routinely sought to identiQ common interests, constnictively
confiont issues that blocked our progress, and to engage al1 the participants in our
discussions. Questionnaire responses indicate that the attributes and skills 1was uying to
demonstrate, were both recognized and viewed as being beneficial to the process. Taking
examples fkom ESS, Salvation Army, and Red Cross questionnaire responses, the key
process skills I used during the negotiation process included:
Preparing and proposing agenda items and processes for group
consideration;
Ensuring everyone's ideas get identified (brainstorming exercise) and
subsequently fully explored;
Record and distribute meeting notes and draft agreements for input,
correction and feedback;
Routinely use phrases such as, How does that affect your ability to.. .
What impact would that have on.. . Would that cause any problem.. .

Devoted t h e to gaining an understanding and knowledge of
organizations, their work and purpose, leading to a sense of tmst in
relationships;
Maintained a "problem-solving" rather than "blaming" approach to past
interorganizational problems.

3. Apply the theoretical concepts of the political economy model to the pragmatic
task of coordinating organizational effortsfor emergency social services.
Political economy theory points out how organizations bargain for resources they require.

Coming fkom a position of limited power, they "contract" for those resources while
aitempting to limit their organizational vulnerability. The objectives f set for myself pnor
to each negotiation meeting always included the need to remain sensitive to the
organizational needs of agencies having to "bargain" with the City for access to disaster
clients and for the legitimation authority we controlled. I attempted to ensure that what
we (ESS)were seeking in an agreement did not threaten their organizational flexibility;
either by becoming overly restrictive with performance requirernents, or attempting to
control the way they conducted their work.
Hasenfeld notes that a key component of maintaining the autonomous nature of
organizations involved in contracting is to offer services that are consistent with their

primary interests. Questionnaire responses fiom administrators of both social agencies
note that the Agreement we developed is in fact, consistent with their organizational
mandates and mission. Salvation Amy's Director of Residential Services specifically
notes that the agreement is clear on the City's expectations but is flexible enough not to

place City controls or restrictions that disallow other emergency response roles as
dictated by circumstances. Overall, the Agreements reached and the feedback received,
both indicate that the process used, guided by political economy concepts, was
success&lly applied.

Service Objectives
The first two service objectives were met. The third was achieved in part
1. Develop draj written agreements between the City of Winnipeg ESS and two

partner organizations, outlining: i) the authoriry to act under the City of
WinnipegEmergency Plun: ii) emergency roles and responsibilities; iii)
erpectations; and iv) l e m s and duration of the agreements.

The draft Working Agreements have been concluded in a manner consistent with this
senice objective, and as indicated above, in a manner satisfactory to al1 parties. As
indicated by questionnaire respondents, roles and responsibilities have been formalized,
comrnitments and expectations of both the City and its partners are clear, and formal
procedures have been instituted for ongoing communication and coordination. Red
Cross' Coordinator of Disaster Services notes that the Agreement gives both the City and
the Red Cross "a solid framework for disaster response in the City of Winnipeg." Terms

are clearly stated and agreed to by dl parties, a mechanism to resolve dispute during
disaster response phase has been agreed to, providing the City's Public Aid Coordinator

with h a 1 authority, and terms have been established for regular joint reviews of the
Working Agreements.

2. Make improvements to Emergency Social Services capacity and response ability
in the Ciiy of Winnipeg, by correcting ESS interorganizational deficiencies

evident in 199 7jïood response operations.

hterorganizational deficiencies evidenced in the t 997 flood response were characterized
by a lack of clarity and agreement respecting agency roles and responsibilities, areas of
jurisdiction, interna1 agency procedures that were inconsistent with emergency response
requirements for local administraton to remain in charge of emergency response work,
and a critical lack of mechanisms for recognizing and sharing information essential to
disaster response efforts. While developing the Working Agreements, administrative
staff of the City's Emergency Social Services component held candid discussions with
administraton of the Canadian Red Cross and of The Salvation Army regarding al1 of the
interorganizational deficiencies of the 1997 flood response. Reviewing and correcting
"flood problems" (as detailed in Chapter Four) was an integral part of building our
Working Agreements. We jointly discussed and explored each of the interorganizational
issues that arose during flood response, determined the appropriate corrective action
suggested b y disaster management literature, and built those new procedures into our
Agreement and work processes.
Al1 five of the administrators I interviewed indicated that their organization was in an
irnproved state of emergency preparedness because of the Agreements and the work that
went into their creation. They point to a better understanding of the City's expectations,

improvements made to their own emergency preparedness plans, and a much sharper
clarity regarding who will do what and how. Moreover, as one i n t e ~ e w e pointed
e
out,

"we have significantly enhanced communications with them - the key to a more

coordinated response - and have plans for maintaining those improved systems."

3. impiement KPMG recommendations to develop a cornmunity approach to
emergency management by involving ESS partners in various aspects of
emergency planning and preparedness.

In post-Agreement interviews, (Table 2) 1asked five administrators whether they
considered we had achieved this KPMG recornrnendation. 1concur with their unanimous
responses: we are on our way to reaching a community approach. We have developed
coordination mechanisrns between some agencies. We have laid the groundwork for
sharing resources, coordinating plans, and developing joint training and p lm exercise
opportunities. However, to Fully create a '%ommunity approach" we need to extend that
groundwork beyond the dyads created between ESS and The Salvation A m y / the
Canadian Red Cross.

During negotiation discussions, administraton fkom both The Salvation A m y and
Canadian Red Cross suggested the next step in the development of a wider community
approach to emergency management in the area of Emergency Social SeMces. That
approach involves the creation of a network of local agencies and government
departrnents involved in ernergency social seMces response. In response to the
recornmendations made, the Public Aid Coordinator has already taken the fïrst step in this
direction. He has invited nurnerous local agencies, departments, and organizations that
have been involved in some measure of emergency social services, to attend a Iune 2000
meeting to explore the benefits and perceived need for coordinating ESS efforts through

an inter-agency cornmittee. More importantly, this idea, borne out of our discussions is
only one of many that ESS and its partners are currently and actively working on.

Research Objectives

The literature tested in both research (study) areas is supported by my fuidings.
I)

Detennine wlzether our ivork in creating agreements supports the disaster
management literature. f i a i literature reports that, an improved state of
emergency preparedness reszilts in an improved emergency response, servi~lgto
reduce cornnt unity disruption and lower disuster costs.

Whether or not our Emergency Social Services response activities will be faster, better
coordinated, and more effective, may only be determined with some certainty the next
time we are faced with a disaster. Disaster management literature however, does tell us
that we c m indirectly assess our level of preparedness, through the existence of disaster
plans (Drabek, 1986), ernergency preparedness training and exercises (Gillespie and

Streeter, 1987) and mec hanisms for coordinathg interorganizational responses
(Hightower and Coutu, 1996). in tum, better levels of preparedness reduce the disruption

of disaster to the cornmunity (Banejee and Gillespie, 1994).
Through our work over the past several rnonths, we have created a plan and
mechanisms to sustain a coordinated, interorganizational response for emergency social
s e ~ c e s .As noted above, this is the beginnùig of a community approach; we are
proceeding with plans to expand the level of coordination to include organizations that
have in past, only corne together in response to a disaster. We have begun to include our
partners, the Canadian Red Cross and The Salvation Army in our Ernergency Health and

Social Services training program in which they will soon become program instmctors for
segments on their role and function. We have initial plans in place for a joint disaster
exercise as well as numerous other tasks identified during our discussions that we are
jointly working on.

ESS,Red Cross and Salvation Army administrators each feel that their own
organization is in an irnproved state of readiness. Jointly, we are assured by the work we
have undertaken, that we are at a more advanced level of emergency preparedness than
before we began the task of meeting to negotiate agreements. On the next occasion we
react to a disaster, together we will take less time to respond, we will know better what to
expect and be prepared for, we will operate more cohesively, and we will share resources
and information more effectively. Based upon the literature noted above, these

irnprovernents suggest that we can Say with anecdotal certainty, that we will reduce the
costs associated with our response and we will reduce the dismptive effects of disaster
upon those we serve.

2)

Determine whether political economy theory is supported or not, with regard to
organizational resistance to coordination and how that may be reduced. Political
economy theory postulates that to preserve organizational autonomy, agencies

develop countervailingpowers and adopt strutegies of cooperation. 2% ese
strategies would seem to mask resistonce to coordination, ifindeed it d s .
1had hypothesized that resistance to a closer working relationship predicted by political

economy theory would be minimal or non-existent in my work / study. 1based that
hypothesis on the assurnption that both the Red Cross and Saivation Army would not

resist entering into a closer working relationship that benefited them by securing their
role in the City's Emergency plan, providing them with an organizational resource
unavailable elsewhere. 1was correct in the prediction, partially correct in the reason.

In mid-Apd 2000 I attended a luncheon at the Winnipeg Convention Centre
hosted by The Salvation Army and intended to honour some of their many volunteen.
Manitoba's Lieutenant-Govemor, the provincial Minister of Family Services and
Winnipeg's Deputy Mayor sat at the head table among the most senior officers of The
Salvation A m y . Among those in attendance, were hundreds of the City's business elite,
governrnent administrators, and senior police officials. My observations confirmed what
1 had been begun to feel at that initial meeting with the &y's

Divisional Commander,

that The Salvation A m y was a very powerful organization, with a community reputation
that commanded the respect and admiration of Manitobans and their leaders.
Their countervailing powers, Hasenfeld's term for an organization's ability to
control exchange relations, are greater than Emergency Social Senices' organizational
powers assumed through its legislative authority to deliver services to disaster victims.
Uniike my earlier assertion (page 20), Emergency Social Services would not be able to
control or curtail access to disaster victims to the exclusion of The Salvation h y . Ifit
chose to do so, that organization could provide services without the "legitimation"
conferred by the City's ESS authority. They are not dependent upon the City of
Winnipeg to act. Given their community standing and reputation, their authority and
legitimacy to act in an emergency response would not be questioned by cornmunity or
government authorities. (For the most part, they operated quite independent of ESS in
the 1997 flood.)

In my interview with the Salvation h y ' s Coordinator of Disaster Services, he
confirmed that the organization would continue to serve disaster victims even if we had
been unable to reach an agreement with them. (He noted however, that their level of

preparedness has been improved through our work and that our joint emergency services
are enhanced by the coordination our Agreement provides.) Although there were no
signs of resistance to organizational coordination dernonstrated by Salvation Army
administrators throughout our series of meetings 1 negotiations, the Coordinator indicated
that he was unsure whether we might have concluded our agreement had ESS not allowed

the clause respecting the Amy's offer of "Additional Services". Had we not taken the

time to explore that issue and find our cornrnon interests and an acceptable resolution, 1
rnay have witnessed some display of organizational resistance. Perhaps too, 1 may have

seen some demonstntion of how countervailing muscle powers might be fiexed, as
Salvation Army personnel were as aware as us, that ESS has few, if any, strong
alternatives to having them deliver our emergency feeding services.
Like The Salvation Army, the Canadian Red Cross also chose to adopt a strategy
of cooperation, willingly and enthusiastically entering into negotiations to reach
agreement on roles, responsibilities, and working relationships. Unlike The Salvation
Army, ESS is not as dependent upon the Red Cross; alternatives to having that
organization conduct Registration and Inqujr fhctions could be more easily found.
Their countervailing powers are not as evident as are those of The Salvation Army. That
may be in part due to a sense that the Canadian Red Cross has lost some degree of
community support through the process of public inquiries and the subsequent loss of
Canada's blood distribution system. Although not identzed as such in discussions with

Red Cross administrators, this may have played some part in motivating the organization
to secure arrangements to maintain a traditional area of their work.

During interviews, both the Salvation Army's Executive Director of Residential
and Community SeMces and the Regional Director of the Canadian Red Cross made
comments in support of political economy's theory of organizational resistance to
coordination (Table 2). They indicated that for reasons such as loss of identity, a
mismatch of organizational beliefs, or a threat to financial security, agencies would
choose not to enter into a partneehip considered potentially detrimental to organizational
well being. Because no such threats applied to the working relationships ESS proposed
and subsequently worked out with the Red Cross and Salvation h y , these were not
impediments. In fact, our Agreements are fully in sync with our partners' organizational
missions, enhancing rather than threatening agency goals and objectives.
Political economy theory is supported. Social service agencies will resist close
working ties when those threaten organizational autonomy. Adopting a strategy of
cooperation, of Linking services with other providers is acceptable when it achieves
organizational benefits and resources that cannot be obtained by the organization working
on its own. Both The Salvation Army and the Canadian Red Cross detemined that the
benefits they gained through our arrangement to coordinate emergency social services
outweighed the minimal, potential organizational costs they might accrue. Hence, we
reached an agreement, which satisfies the interests of al1 parties and acts in just the
rnanner Hasenfeld suggests it should, to coordinate and integrate the social seMce
network for the benefit of clients.

CsAPTER SUC

Critique of the Practicum Experience
I am pleased with the overall process and outcornes of the practicum. Theory has
guided my practice through a study of disaster management literature and the political

economy of liman senice organizations. Tlie guide Iielped io clarify the requirenients
of coordinated emergency response efforts, through a contractual agreement negotiated in
the pre-disaster phase that articulates who will do what and how, as well as how crucial
information will be shared with those who require it. Understanding why and how
hurnan service organizations typically resist working closely together, allowed me to

predict and avoid bamen to our progress. Finally, the process suggested for successful
negotiating was key to achieving what we did.

The occasion to work on a concerted basis and to a defined end with
administrators from other organizations provided the oppomuiity to test and apply theory,
leam fiom other professionals' perspectives, and to develop working relationships and
understandings cntical to the effectiveness of our emergency social services plan. In one
of my post-agreement i n t e ~ e w sone
, respondent reflecting on the work we did stated
that, "the whole process we went through, was an investment." (Timmerman, June 2000)

Al1 parties expect that investment will pay off big dividends; we also recognize we must
numire and manage the investment on an ongoing basis.
Selecting a participant observer study approach was critical to the work I
undertook; it allowed me to establish the personal relationships necessary to successful
negotiating and to begin to forge the key ingredient of trust between emergency partners.
The approach also shaped the kind of data I could collect regarding the study's processes

and outcornes. The use of a questionnaire and Uiformal interviews as evaluative feedback
measures was consistent with a participant observer approach. They allowed for candid
perceptions from expenenced, expert administraton respecting their views of the process
we engaged in, the products we developed and how their own, and others' organizations
work together.
With respect to what I learned about the political economy perspective, pnor to
beginning work on the practicum, I had a theoretical understanding of how organizations
operate and secure the organizational resources and elements they require. The
practicum experience provided the opportunity to operationalize political economy
concepts of coordinating social services through a strategy of contracting. I worked with
purpose to avoid contractual tems that rnight limit organizational autonomy or diminish
satisfaction with the agreement by expecting cornmitment to t e m s not consonant with
organizations' missions. Interview and questionnaire responses indicate that I did avoid
those pitfdls, and that doing so was instrumental in reaching consensus on hvo
agreements that satisfy al1 parties.
Over the past twenty yean of my career 1have fulfilled an Emergency Social
SeMces role on nurnerous occasions. Routinely, 1debnefed with colleagues on a
departmental and inter-departmental level on what went weil and what needed
improvements followùig an emergency response. Almost as routinely, we noted with
exasperation that other agencies and organizations were out-of-sync with our efforts.
Little was done, or even suggested, regarding the need to coordinate efforts across
organizations. Disaster management literature States emphatically that we were not alone
in this regard.

My practicum experience provided me with some indication why this may be so.
Simply put, coordinating organizational efforts takes a great deai of tirne, effort and
commitment. And although we have achieved a great deai, we will only be successful at
maintaining our curent high level of emergency preparedness, by continuing to devote
the necessary time, commitment, and effort to our working relationships and our
familiarity with, and trust in organizational capacities. Emergency preparedness is an
ongoing process.

Implications of the Practicum
Learning from the process and outcomes can be applied to other, similar
situations. Winnipeg Emergency Social Services can develop working agreements with
two other partner organizations: the Province of Manitoba, Department of Farnily
Services, and the Winnipeg Regional Heaith Authority. Each organization has staff
resources that are critical to the persona1 services component of an effective ESS
response.
1anticipate that in both these cases, organizational issues will be different from

those encountered with the non-profit sector organizations worked with to date. 1 expect
that finding motivating factors that will bnng h e m to the bargaining table may be more
difficult. They are not dependent upon the City of Winnipeg to act in the event of
disaster, their own power, organizational legitimacy and resource base is greater than that
of the City's ESS component. From the onset, we wil1 need to convince them of the need
for a coordinated ernergency response and of the worthy nature of devoting energies to
this endeavor. Although these initial efforts will di£fer fiom what was done in this

practicurn, the process of meeting, defining objectives, issues for exploration, and
barriers to be overcome, wilI be as similar and as critical to success in those f o u s as it
was in the ones written of here.
Through the work undertaken during this Practicum, Emergency Social Services

has led the way in implementing the KPMG Consulting Report (1998) recommendations
for claribng roles and responsibilities of emergency organization partners, and
developing a community approach to emergency management in the city. Those
recommendations were made to the City of Winnipeg, not to be confined to only one
sector of the City's Emergency Plan.
The City of Winnipeg Emergency Program Coordinator has reviewed the
Working Agreements created by Emergency Social Services. He noted that through
balanced, flexible agreements with defined avenues for communication, we have
effectively eliminated the organizational confusion and duplication of efforts, seen so
frequently in the early stages of disaster response (Hull, June 2000). These agreements
and how they were reached will be shared with the entire City of Winnipeg Emergency
Preparedness Coordinating Committee. Our Agreements will be presented with a
promotion message regarding the need for these kinds of coordination efforts to be
expanded into al1 of our emergency sectors.

ln the end, our negotiation process and the Working Agreements we produced
were successful as measured in ternis of participant perceptions. City of Winnipeg,
Salvation Army, and Red Cross administraton are unanimous in our confidence that we
are better prepared for the eventual day when disaster again strikes our community. The
reai test of o u .efforts will occur at that tirne.
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Community Senices Departmental Steering Cornmittee on Emergency Health and Social
Services Department
PROJECT STATEMENT

To devetop and implement an integrated Emergency Health and Social Services plan for the City of
Winnipeg Cornmuni5 Scn5crs Dcpartment.
PROJECT OBJECTIVES
A working, skeleton pian in place by March 31,1999
After hours on-cal1 system documented and operational including a rotating schedule and fan out
system,
People in key positions undentanding their roles and what to do in an emergency response.
Develop a plan of how to access key partners and specific individuals necessary to manage a
response such as WCA, Manitoba Family Services, SaIvation h y , etc.

An expanded and revised document for Emergency Health and Social Services
operations in coordination with overalI City of Winnipeg Emergency Plans
Develop cornponents and Frarnework for the document.
Review, revise, and expand existing written plan into coordinated, cohesive and comprehensive
manual.
Review literature; research models and plans used by other large municipalities.

Identified staff in key roles
Develop description of key responsibility areas necessary for the operation of the emergency
response plan and draft staff into positions for approval of Department Head.
ûrient key personnel to their roles, provide training and written information on their
responsibilities and tasks.
Have Chiefs of area operations select staff t e m to work on the development of their respective
areas of responsibiiity, complete written plans, ensure coordination with al1 other areas and an
abiiity to respond accordingly to emergencies.
Community Service staff trained in Emergency Health and Social Service operntians
Develop training / education strategy.
IdentiQ existing training opportmities in emergency management and schedule appropriate
personnel in.
Create and deiiver training progranis and training exercises for large numbers of department staff.
Neighbourhood evacuation plans for the City of Winnipeg
Updated maps and 1996 neighbourhood population statistics as part of Emergency Plan Manual.
Determine process and time frames for regularly updating and adding to this information as
neighbourhood profiles are completed.
Identify care facilities, hospitais, senior's residences, schools. etc as part of neighbourhood maps.

6.

Cooperative coordinated working agreements with coiiateral agencies
ClariS objectives, scope, and tasks of work requested of collateral agents.
Meet with agency personnel to determine their objectives, desires, and capacity and work out
mutually satisfactory working agreements for emergency response.
hclude agency in planning, training, exercising, revising their operational piece(s) of the plan in
coordination with overall EHSS Plan.

7.

Workicg agreements for staff assistance from senior governments
Meet with governrnent agency persorinel to detemine capacity, objectives, and willingness to
work within the EHSS Plan.
Develop working agreements, speciQ conditions for call-out of staff fiom altemate public sector
agencies, contact persons, etc., and operational plans for coordinated efforts.

8.

An established protocol with collateral agencies for small-scale emergency response
Review and analyze existing contract with Salvation Anny and determine if we should negotiate
a renewal of the current contract that expires December 1999.
Review alternative organizations or agencies that could deliver the same, e.g. Red Cross Calgary Model.
Develop, negotiate, and sign mutually satisfactory service contract.

9.

A working budget in support of EHSS operations
Determine reasonable budget requirements for emergency response operations and secure same.
Develop vendor payment methods, materials, and procedures.
Develop expenditure recovery procedures. E.From senior govemments, private businesses, etc.

10.

A working plan for hosting evacuees from outside Winnipeg
Confirrn CounciI's direction respecting the delivery of EHSS to evacuees fiom outside Winnipeg.
Review alternative means for the delivery of EHSS to emergency victims evacuated to Winnipeg.
Determine methods for complete documentation of al1 associated costs, revenue losses, etc to the
Department while engaged in hosting activities.

II.

Operational plans for routine testing and continuai improvement of emergency plans
Develop and run emergency exercises to test the EHSS plan, document results and update and
improve plans accordingly.
Engage in coordinated exercises with other City of Winnipeg Emergency Coordinators and their
respective departments and roles. i.e. Police, Fire, Ambulance, Public Works.
Ensure that al1 operational groups routinely meet, review, update and revise their plans.

QUESTIONNAIRE for Purposes of Frank Caldwell's University of Manitoba
Master of Social Work Degree Practicum Report
Please use a separate sheet to answer the questions listed below.
A Practicum Objective was to develup an abifity tu negotiufe rnutually satisfacfory,

inter-ugency agreements.
1. Can you describe / list ways Frank attempted to make the agreement

satisfactory to both parties. i.e. solicited input from both parties, sought
clarification of issues.

2.

[S

the Agreement satisfactory to you? How:

>

Does it achieve objectives you established for an inter-agency
agreement?
3 Is it consistent with your organization's mandate / mission?
3. Does it M e r the work of your organization? Etc.

Another Objective was to dernonstrate un ability tu apply a strofegy of open
communication, cooperation, and respect leading to the development of a sense of
trust beîween negotiating parties.
3. How has this Agreement and the work done between organizations to
achieve it, improved w o r h g relations between members of City of
Winnipeg, Ernergency Health and Social Services and Red Cross /
Salvation Axmy? Describe how you think it may improve the way you
work together in future.
4. Can you describe 1 provide examples of how Frank demonstrated open

communication, cooperation, and respect?

5. Please make any additional comrnents related to the above referenced
Practicurn Objectives and Frank's contribution to achieving them. Feel fiee
CO

describe any problerns that arose.

Name (Optional)

QUESTIONNAIRE CONSENT FORM
I voluntady consent to complete a questionnaire for Frank Caldwell with respect
to the work he is doing to establish Working Agreements between City of
Winnipeg Emergency Social SeMces and its partnen, the Canadian Red Cross
and the Salvation A m y .
1 understand this questionnaire is for his studies as part of his Practicum

requirement for his Master of Social Work degree at the University of Manitoba.
My agreement to complete this questionnaire is entirely voluntary. 1 undentand
that 1 am fkee to withhold my identity on the questionnaire or not to. I am also
free to answer the questionnaire only partially, or to choose not to submit it. If 1
choose to submit it, I will fonvard it to a third party with whom 1am confident,
will forward the document to Mr. Caldwell without disclosing the identity of the
originator.
Both the third party and Mr. Caldwell will maintain the confidentiaiity of the
document by keeping it in a closed envelope and in a secure place in their
respective offices.

I undentand that Mr. Caldwell may use material from this questionnaire in his
Practicum report and that I may be identified in that report if I identiQ myself on
the q u e s t i o ~ a i r eform. This Consent F o m grants Mi. Caldwell that
authorization.
1have been assured by ML Caldwell that 1may receive a full copy or an
executive summary (depending on my desire) of his Practicum report following
its' completion.

My decision to complete this questionnaire is not influenced by my working
relationship with Mr. Caldwell.

If1 have any concems about this questionnaire or about Mr. Caldwell's conduct, 1
am fiee to contact his University Advisor, Professor Pete Hudson, University of
Manitoba Faculty of Social Work at phone number 474-9648.
Signed

Frank Caldwell (phone 986-2676)

Wiîness

Date
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IN'IERV][]EW QUESTIONS

The Post-Flood KPMG study (shared earlier) made two recomrnendations pertinent to
Emergency Social Services:
Consider clarifjmg the roles and responsibilities of al1 emergency organization partners
by involving them in reviewing emergency plans (on an ongoing basis). Both authority
and accountability for actions will flow from improved understanding in this regard,
(From consensus within our group and from questionnaire responses, I'm confident we
c m Say we achieved that between ESS and SaIvation Army / Red Cross.)
Consider deveIoping a community approach to emergency management by uivolving the
various partners in the planning and feedback components of the cornprehensive plan.
KPMG went on to note that the effectiveness and speed of decision-rnaicing are facilitated
through relationships of tmst, which are forged prior to an emergency.
1.

Wouldyou consider we have achieved this objective? Ho w / Why?

2. How do you think the issue of "trust" plays into decision-making in emergency
preparedness and response?

3. Is your organization in an improved stute of emergency preparedness?
What indicators would you point to, to show that is the case?
Inter-Or~nizutionalCoordination
Political Economy Theory provides a perspective on how human services organizations
operate, compete and survive in a complex cornmunity system.
One thing the theory suggests is that organizations typically resist establishing close links with
one another, because depending upon others for resources - information, funding, client base exposes them to unwanted influences. So, instead of making thernselves vulnerable and risk
Iosing flexibility, organizations resist efforts at substantive coordination.
1. Was there any point prior to or dtlring our meetings/negotiations, thut you felt your

orgunîzation (or ours) was hesitant or resistant to entering into a formal, contractual
relationship wherein the City of Winnipeg would be to some extent, in charge of how p u
conduct operations? P k e txpand - when did it occur? how was it characterized?
2. How war it reduced or elirninated ( v i t wm)?
3 .lfthere never were a perceived threat to organizational autonomy, how would you explain
that?

Appendix C 1

INTERVIEW CONSENT FORM
1 voluntarily consent to being interviewed by Frank Caldwell with respect to the

work he is doing to establish Working Agreements between City of Winnipeg

1understand this interview is for his studies as part of his Practicum requirement

for his Master of Social Work degree at the University of Manitoba. My
participation in this interview is entirely voluntary. 1 undentand that I am 6ee to
terminate the interview at any time. 1also undentand that Mr. Caldwell rnay use
excerpts from this interview in his Practicum report and that I may be identified in
that report. He has my permission to do so. I have been assured that 1may

receive a full copy or an executive summary of that report fkom Mr. Caldwell
following its' completion.

My decision to participate in the interview is not influenced by rny working
relationship with Mr. Caidwell.

If 1have any concerns about this i n t e ~ e wor about Mr. Caldwell's conduct, 1am
free to contact his University Advisor, Professor Pete Hudson, University of
Manitoba Faculty of Social Work at phone number 474-9648.

W itness

Frank Caldwell (phone 986-2676)

Date

Appendix D
February 23,2000
Salvation Army:
EHSS:

Meeting Number 3

Captain Heather Darrach, Captain David Oldford, and Don
Timmerman

Frank Caldwell, Joe Egan, Bob Ashuk, and Jeff Minuk

We met at the City's Emergency Operations Centre; Emergency Coordinator
Randy Huii provided a brief review of ihe EûC's features and function.
Our meeting was devoted to discussions 1 explanation of Salvation Army
procedures and resources related to emergency management. Heather provided
copies of Salvation Army's December 1999 Emergency Services Operations
Manual which details organizational charts, key personnel and position
descriptions for a Winnipeg area emergency response. The manual also lists
Salvation Amy's congregate facilities with a capacity to feed approximately 2600
persons and provide short-terni accommodations for around 1,000.
As Heather, David and Don explained their fan-out and response procedures to
small scale emergencies, a number of points were raised that speak to their
capacity and resources, as well as issues that require further follow-up. Some of
these points are listed below:

Salvation A m y responds regulariy to calls from Emergency Response
Services (Fire and ambulance) andlor Police requests.
Their Mobile Emergency Vehicle (positioned at a local fire station) is
staffed by retired firefighters. The vehicle cames about 10 blankets
(access to 500 blankets can be had on a moment's notice), ernergency
mats for sleeping (access to 200) and food and refreshments for up to 200
persons within one half-hour.
Another Service Vehicle is used daily for mobile feeding programs and
could be made available in the event of a larger scale disaster.
Family Services has not replaced the $20,000.00 grant the City provided
for after-hours services (an issue Salvation Army hopes to address),
however. has been re-imbursing for the costs of goods and services
provided when an lncome Security application is taken. This includes
recent provision of food and accommodations to persons displaced over
night because of a police standoff.
Salvation Amy's after-hours capacity to provide services extends to about
20 "cases" from a single event, after which their "regular social services"
syçtem may become ovewhelmed, requiring an emergency social service
response.
City of Winnipeg needs to clarify and confimi with Manitoba Family
Services that direct goods 1service costs to small-scale emergency
victims are solely the responsibility of Manitoba under their Incorne

Security program. Apart from staffing costs that are incurred by assisting
in emergency response, City costs for goods and senrices provided to
disaster victims would be incurred when a state of locai emergency exists.
Between their clergy, laypersons, employees and volunteers, Salvation
A m y has a large pool of human resources from which to draw upon.
They anticipate that within a couple days, they can have in the vicinity of
500 persons responding to a local disaster.
Similar to the manner in which the City relies upon the provincial and then
the federal govemment for resources, the Salvation Army' s first response
is made within their local plan and resources. If the event overwhelms
those, resources may quickly be moved to Winnipeg from the Division
(Manitoba and North West Ontario) and then from the Territorial level
(Canada and Bermuda).
We agreed that operationally it is important that despite senior personnel
from Divisional or Territorial levels taking charge of overall Winnipeg
response plans in the event of a large-scale disaster, we need to maintain
communication and working level relationships during an emergency
response at the same position level as in the pre-disaster phase. Our
plans are being built upon the familiarity and trust of working relationships
- those cannot be supplanted during the chaotic response phase.
Salvation A m y has a small pool of volunteer coordinators working at
various sites that would be called in to coordinate the volunteer effort in
the event of a disaster. Coordinating those efforts with those of the EHSS
volunteer coordinator is an area for future exploration.
Approximately 25 clergy - officers - are available for personal 1 counseling
services, EHSS is interested in such resources so that they may be
coordinated (not controlled or limited) with other personal services
resources e.g. social workers may be more suited to providing short-term
crisis counseling, and leaving grief counseling to clergy. This is an area
Jeff will continue to explore.
At our next meeting scheduled for March 9 at 1:15 prn in the EOC, we will
continue to get at resources and response capacity by walking throug h various
scenarios. We hope to also begin to address communication issues and needs
as well as Salvation Army "philosophy I valuesn. Our meeting of March 21 will be
held at Booth Centre so that EHSS personnel can get a first hand look at
Salvation Army facilities.

March 6,2000 Meeting
Red Cross:

- Red Cross and City EHSS

Appendu E

Meeting 3

Judith Weaver Wright,Angela Sawh, Shelley Malyk

Community Services:

Frank Caldwell, Joe Egan, Gai1 Doherty, Damon Johnston

Angela led a presentation on Registration and Inquiry services, addressing purpose,
objectives, roles, disaster response and volunteer recruitment. We used the material to
expiore areas oijoini interest and cieepen undersranciing of respective service systems.
Major points that were derived fiom the presentation and discussion were:
The purpose and objectives for R+I are at odds with using the service as a means
of eligibility for disaster financial assistance. Although done in the past (97
Flood), Red Cross does not intend to see this practice repeated.
Release of information to police, utility agencies and government services is also
out of sync with R+I objectives (other perhaps than to release info re: numben
and demographic breakdowns). To release names and personal information
breaks the irnpiied state of trust inherent in the relationship between disaster
victim and the Red Cross. EHSS fully supports this position. (The issue of who
"owns" the data, is resolved - R+I data gathered to rneet the 2 objectives of
Registration and lnquiry is owned by the collecter - Red Cross, for the sole
purpose of meeting those objectives. Any decisions re: using it for other purposes
would need to be closely weighed 1 scrutinized by Red Cross and EHSS.)
As a later follow-up, we'll explore the idea of a revised form that would be
initially used for R+L, duplicating what is already on that card, the sarne size,
colour, etc. L€ the registered disaster victirn requires other ESS services, the R+I
data would then be tom off leaving a copy to be passed on to the next service stop
Le. lodging. That way, the same info is not being requested h c e within a maner
of minutes and we can create efficiencies in systems. Angela is going to see if
she cm track d o m a copy ofthe form used in B.C. that she and Gail might be
able to review.
Registration is done manually; a computenzed system is maintained within the
CRIB, responsible for research and response to inquines (number of inquiries in
Manitoba relocations has not been very high). In '97, the CRIB / cal1 centre
received many calls for infoxmation of dl sorts. Attempts were made to answer
them, however, they overwhelmed the system, which was not really set up or
staffed to handle these calls. We think that with improved communications
between our organizations, these problems will get aired and potential solutions
generated - for example, refer some types of calls to another source.
Red Cross will explore ESS (and othen') system of having a trained "scribe"
assist administrators too busy to "log" d l the essential detail that they face during
a disaster response.

Similar to the manner in which the City relies upon the provincial and then the
federal government for resources, the Red Cross' first response is made within
their local plan and resources. Ifthe event overwhelms those, resources are called
upon from Western Zone (headquartered in Calgary) and then National (Ottawa).
When that occun, the Regional Director maintains overall responsibility,
remaining in charge of the response. Despite occasional attempts to do othenvise,
other (even senior) bodies arive as "delegations" to assist, not take over
operations.
We agreed that operationally it is important that despite senior personnel fiom
senior oganizaiionai ioveis &ving, we need to maintain communication ana
working level relationships during an emergency response at the same position
level as in the pre-disaster phase. Our plans are being built upon the familiarity
and tmst of working relationships - those carmot be supplanted during the chaotic
response phase.
We are building in flexibility and redundancy of personnel in our joint plans,
recognizing that because of limited resources, particularly during an emergency
response, it isn't always possible for one individual to attend al1 meetings, address
al1 issues. Therefore, we have several people "at the table" right now building
that level of familiarity and trust so that during response, we can £keely attend one
another's meetings / control centen, etc.
Red Cross cmently has approximately 300 volunteers in their database that have
received some training in R+I. Volunteer training occurs about every 10 rnonths
and nuis 3 day-long sessions for a dozen participants. A short, 30 minute
instructional session on how to complete a Registration card can be rolled out in
the event more volunteers are required for the function on an immediate basis.
(It would be beneficial for EHSS for Gail, Brian, and Damon to attend the day
training when available.)
It is unclear as to why and what area of operations called for Cntical Incident
Stress Debriehg during the '97 flood. This is an area EHSS is building
resources for and needs to ensure that staEand volunteen working in disaster
relief have a s an available resource.
At our next meeting (March 16" 1: 15 pm in the EOC), we'll look at the issue of
"Flood Problems". I've attached a copy of those that 1lmow of from the ESS
perspective (taken out of my Practicum Proposal) and hope that Red Cross can recall
others - our objective is to improve our joint operations.

ESS Flood Problems
These issues set the context for my Practicum and are therefore, summarized below. It is
not my htent to explore or analyze them at this point; that will become part of the joint
process of building effective working relationships and agreements. Additionally, the list
is incomplete. It only includes problems identified by ESS, not by the Red Cross and

Understanding between ESS and its partners rests on historical, verbal
arrangements between agency personnel long gone. Roles, responsibilities,
expectations, and communication systems and practices are not shared;
Personnel fkom the Red Cross national headquarters took over local Red Cross
operations. They were unfamiliar with Winnipeg procedures creating additional

requirements for clarification, communication and discussions during a chaotic
penoci;

Ln the Flood preparation stage, Red Cross personnel announced they intended to
do more than the Registration and Inquiry function of emergency response; they
held a news conference in fiont of the City's Evacuation Centre announcing that

would be the location they (Red Cross) would receive and assist flood victims;
Several days into flood reception duties, Red Cross advised that their volunteer
staff were ovexwhelmed with the work, had become stressed and required Critical
Incident Stress Debnehg;

ESS did not notiQ the Red Cross when Winnipeg Police Services "registered" Si.
Norbert evacuees, usurping the Red Cross role and making their registration
information incomplete;
Communications systems and procedures behueen ESS and its partner agencies
was poor:
O

Communication between ESS and the Salvation A m y was unplanned,
infkequent and sporadic. Many days went by without contact;

O

At one point in the midst of flood operations, the Red Cross failed to
retum ESS phone calls for several days;

o ESS heid daily briefings to keep staff abreast of developments and to

engage in collective problem solving. Neither the Red Cross nor Salvation
Army was invited to intend.

Following flood operations, the Red Cross expressed their displeasure in a media
article (Winnipeg Sun, Iuly 2 1, 1997) noting the working relationship with the

City was ineffective.

Table 1

OUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

Question 1

Can you describe I list ways Frank attempted to make the agreement
satisfactory to both parties?

Salvation Army
Director of Residenfial Services

Salvation A m y

- invoIved key pIayers tiom City & Army in aii
preliminary meetings;
- held meetings at various key sites for each
organi7ation so they could set what each had to
work with;
- spent a lot of time getting to know mandates and
response capacities of each orgmkation
- meeting notes were circuiated wetl in advance of
the next meeting so they codd be adequately
reviewed;
ran through various scenarios to see how each
organkation would respond;
spent some time sharing flood reports of each
o r g h t i o n and attempting to address some of the
areas for recommended change;
brainstorming exercise at one of the fmt meetings
and keeping ûack of our progress on issues raised
by this exercise.

Frank attempted to make the agreement satisfactory
to both parties by trying to establish open
communication at the very fmt meeting. The
brainstorming exercise aiiowed ail participants to
have their voice be fieard. At the meeting that
foIioweâ, Frank ensured that al1 issues were
addressed and that any time an issue was raised that
it was deait with to the satisfaction of the person
who nised the concern. This approach was taken
through to the conclusion of the agreement being
fmlized.

-

Coordinator of Disaster Services

-

- -

Emergency Social Services
Emergency Social Services
Chief o f Em ergency Feeding / Clothing
Chief Of Personal Services
Frank was able to develop and maintain an open andp There was a very successfil exercise used to both
mature relationship with the Salvation Army. He
provides honesty and good communication process
and showed a willingness to explore other points of
view, an ability to confront issues in a positive and
constructive maaner.

brainstorm ideas, which served to identifL
rnembers' views and bring common themes together
for M e r exploration. Each participant was asked
to idenafy what wouid be important to an agreement
and write down their ideas. A range of ideas were
placed on a board and where clarification was
required the individual who forwarded the idea
spoke to it in m e r detaiI. Common ideadthemes
were placed together for the purposes of subsequent
discussion and this helped to move forward the
process of identimg key issues to be addressed in
the agreement.
Each meeting was followed by recorded notes and
summary-

The start of every meeting had an agenda and
clarification of any outstanding issues arising from
the previous meeting was sought.

Canadian Red Cross
Regional Director
Frank used several differcnt methods to ensure the
agreement was satisfactory to both parties.
During our "large group discussions" when an
issue was presented by one party he always asked the
other party if they felt it was an issue for them. He
wouid then ensure that the issue was rccorded as weU
as what action was required and by whom
Also in these discussions Frank wouid ofien repeat
back to the group what he was hearine as wefl as
teliing us bow he was recording the discussion
While the primary goal of these discussions was to
have a written agreement between the City of
Winnipeg and Red Cross, Frank was well aware that
this could not happen without some relationship
repairs. He remained very flexl'Ie during these
conversations, allowing individuais to speak about
personal feelings on p s t issues yet moved us along
through the process in a gentle manner.
When we came to a road block (financial
implications) Frank was able to achieve consensus on
leaving this issue out of the agreement through lots of
listening, behind the scenes research and consultation
with al1 individuals,
in short - Frank created an atmosphere of t m t with
his diligence to the project and his non-aggressive,
tactfbl mamer.

Canadian Red Cross
Coordinator, Disaster Services
Frank was able to ensure satisfaction of both parties
through the following activities

- brainstorming sessions;
- group discussions;

- ensuring consensus;
- ensuring opportunities throughout each meeting
for sharing of ideas andlor thoughts.
These kinds of activities lead to mutual
understanding and agreement
by al1 parties involved.

~~~~~

-

~ r n e e Social
c ~ Services
Chief of Registration and Inquiry
From the first meeting with the Red Cross and
throughout the process and subsequent meetings,
Frank acted as a facilitator:
- To foster team building
- To identify lessons leamed fiom previous
experiences and potential for improvernent
- Identtf;/areas of mutual interest or concem
Define roIes and responsibibties
- Work toward an agreement.

-

Emergency Social Services
R and I Team Member
Frank kept the discussion open and encouraged
everyone's participation. In ou early sessions, he
led us in fiipchart and clustering exercises that
helped us to idenûfy concem, but aIso broke the
ice, since not ail of us had worked together before.
He would re-Erame questions or topics for additional
clarity and check back with a speaker to make sure
that he had "heard" their message. Documentation
fiom aiI of our sessions followed promptly upon
them, whle the mhrmahon was fresh rn our mds.
We were encouraged to send him comments or
corrections as required or necessary.

Emergency Social Services
Public Aid Coordinator

- solicited input fkom both parties;

- sought clarification of issues;
- everyone's opinion or thoughts counted;

- ensured that al1 participants were given the
opportunity to share their ideas and thoughts;
- listened and responded;
sought out "experts" i.e. Law Departrnent;
heavy research;
used email and other communication means
effectiveiv.

-

Question 2

1s the Agreement satishctory to you? How?

Salvation Army
Director of Residential Services

Saivation Army
Coordinator o f Disaster Setvices

Yes.

Yes.

mission and being sensitive to this in the agreement
and 1 feet this is one of the real strengths of the
agreement.
It deah specificaily with feeding but also
acknowledges the possiiility of other types of
responses and has established a mechanisrn so that
discussions and preparations can continue in this
area.
Clearly States what the city expects of us but is
open ended enough to aiiow us to develop other
responses as circumstances develop and not be
resîricted or controlled by the City.

A m y is very positive in that we have a role to play

- A lot of cime was spent in understandhg our

-

-

Our objectives were realized in that Tfie Salvation
that has been fonnalized and with which we are
very cornfortable.
The agreement is consistent with the mission of The
Salvation Arrny and Frank was very anxious that
this be addressed throughout the development of the
agreement.
If does fùrther the work of the Salvation arrny, in
that it defines our role and the continued working
relationship that wif1 be an outcome of the
agreement.

Emergency Social Services
Chief Of E m e ~ e n c yFeeding / Clothing
The agreement is very satisfactory both to myself
and the Department at large. The agreement is a
breakihcough, as the City never had any type of an
agreement of this kind. The agreement will help
establish a strong link between Salvation h y , the
City, and its other partners. The agreement will
Mfill a strong partnership that will resdt in a weltcoordinatcd response to a disaster.

Emergency Social Services
Chief Of Petsonal Services
The agreement is satisfactory and achieves the
objective of providing a sound fiamework for the
two organiza%onsto respond to emergency
situations. Clarity was brought forward both in the
understanding of the capacities of the organizations
to deai with emergency situations as well as M e r
understanding mandates, identifjmg wehesses
and areas which require further address outside the
agreement As the City of Winnipeg hss undergone
significant changes in structure over the past 12
monh, the agreement provides a strong anchor for
the mao&ted level of government dong with its
rnost important parîner.

1
1
1
1

Canadian Red Cross
Regional Director

Canadian Red Cross
Coordinator, Disaster Services
The agreement is satisfactory to us because it

Wbile the agreement does not address an area of
concern for Red Cross ( financial) I wodd stiil
consider it successful. 1beiieve h t al1 the
participants at the table are aware of the importance
of this issue and 1 expect it to be resolved
satisfactorily.

1
Emergency Social Services
Chief of Regiktration and Inquiry
I believe the draft agreement we currently have
which was compiled by Frank f o m the foundation
of what was required fiom this endeavor. f believe
the agreement clearly reflects the cornmitment and
expectations of the City and the Red Cross with
regard to emergency response.

Emergency Social Services

R irnd-1 ~ e h mMember

1
1

Emergency Social Services
Public Aid Coordinator
Yes.
Achieved objectives.
Consistent with our mandate/mission.
hcreases both organizations' profle.
The citizens of Winnipeg wiil be better served in the
next emergency.
Our Emergency Plan is stmnger and more enective.

addresses the main concerns tbat were identified in
the fmt meeting held between Red Cross and the
City of Winnipeg.
The sessions held to form the agreement have
created an understanding and trust benveen Red
Cross and the City of Winnipeg. The fact thrit the
agreement was completed, ensures continuation of
achieving identified goals because it names the
processes and systems to achieve thern, in that
respect, the agreement achieves the objective
idenhtied. It is consistent with our organization's
mandate and mission.
The agreement will, once implemented, further the
work of the Rd Cross because it enables the Red
Cross to continue to play a role in the community
during times of disasier, and it's existence d e s
the Red Cross position to work with the City of
Winnipeg a real, tangible thing.

1
I

1

The agreement is satisfactory to me. It clarifies
respoosibilities, and k consistent with goals. The
darikation stiould make it possible to work
together more effectively in times of emergency.
The agreement &O outlines steps that can be taken
to build bridges before an emergency takes place
and sets out some formai mechanisms to ensure
communication occurs remtfarlv.

How has this agreement and the work doue between organizations to
achieve it, improved working relations between mernbers of City of
Winnipeg, Emergency Health and Social Services and Red Cross I
Salvation Army? Describe how you think it may improve the way you
work together in the future.

Question 3

--

-

-

SaIvation Army
Director of Residentiul Services

Salvation Army
Coordinator of Disaster Services

[feeding) and doe.mYtleave us trying to find our mie
in this but at the same h e s leaves us fiee to make
other responses as we feel circumtances dictate.
- interagency meeting will hopefiilly improve
communications between al1 agencies.
- To date has just improved communication beween
City and Amy; hopefully interagency meeting will
irnprove communications with other o r g ~ t i o n s .
- We have a name, face and have met the key people
and sirnilarly they have met and know the key
people in our o r g d t i o n . We know who to call.
Formal procedures have been set in place to
involve key people in the necessary communication.
- This agreement has forced the A m y to better
defie its rolc and the role of key personnel within
our organization.

developrnent between the City and The Salvation
Army will help to ensure a good working
relationship in the long tenn in that the modeling of

Emergency Social Services
Chief of Emergency Feeding / Clotlting

Emergency Social Services
Chiefo f Personal Services

This agreement hds created partnerships among
groups that previously worked independent of one
another. Today, we will have a good working
relationship, which wiU respond in a coordiaated
manner. The agreement has helped establish a more
cornfortable and stronger working relationship
between the Saivation A m y and my connection
with them in my role as Chief of Feeding and
Clothing.

The process of f o d a t i n g the agreement in
examining structures and philosophy provided a
much better understanding of The Salvation Anny
organization and should greatly further the ability of
our organization to work in conjunction with this
parmer agency. Pnor to this process, 1 had ody a
limited and quite nanow view of the Anny. 1 now
have a much better appreciation of its inteml
structure, iis ability to respond and its strong
commitment as a partner in emergency response.
This appreciation was only gained aAer several
explontory meetings, which while senring the
fünction of forrnulating the agreement also provided
important review of their organizationAs the individual responsibIe for Personal Services 1
now have several contacts which are essential for
my friture activities. This includes preplanning
which is essential for effective response.

- It clearly defmes what the City expects from us

The agreement and the work done in its

thrs relationship took place during the development
of the agreement. The improvement of the working
relationship in the fiiture is evident in that the trust
has been deveIoped and the mechnism is in pIace
for ongoing meetings to maintain the exceIlent Ievel
of communication that was a product of the
agreement exercise.

-

I

Canadian Red Cross
Reaional Director
Having fiequent meetings with the same individuak
usually allows opporhmities for relationship
building, What 1 iiked about this process was that
we met in different locations and were abIe to see
everyone in their work environment. It was helpfiil
to personalize the process.
After completing this contract, I feei very
comfortable in speaking to any member of our
working group on an issue that may arise. This was
not the case before the process. ive have
discovered that we oflen "ûavel in the same circ1esw
and have aiready had opportunities to Say hello in
casual settings. It aU helps to keep the
communication lines open.

Emergency Social Services
Chief of Registration urid Inquiry

Canadian Red Cross
Coordinator,Dikaster Services
B y establishing the agreement, both the City and

The Red Cross have a solid framcwork for disaster
response in the City of Winnipeg. This ensures for
future disaster responses that both parties have an
understanding of what they can expect fÏom each
other. This point enables Red Cross to assign
anybody to the position, while the understanding
remains. It also enables the City to enjoy
consistency from the Red Cross in delivering it's
service.

Emergency Social Services
R and I Team Member

These exercises have fostered great communication The process that led to writing the Agreement
between the parties and give the feeling of a joint ensured that we would have a better understanding
effort, common goal and a cohesive unit.
of requirements and roles. We got to know each
other as we listened to ideas and opinions. We
developed respect for each other as a group of
col1e;igues working towards a cornmon goal. I think
I would be much more comfortable now in calling
up one of the Red Cross people, or foliowing up on
a conceni with them. The Agreement itself ais0
provides c1rinty about who is responsible for what
services. Clarity "greases the wheels" in tirne of
ernergency.

Emergency Social Services
Public Aid Coordinator
The Working Agreement process served as a
catdyst for the organizations to meet on a reguiar
basis. There is no doubt that the organhtions and
the City of Winnipeg have closer working
relationships, are more knowledgeable of each
others' capabilities and are more prepared to meet
the needs of the citizens of Winnipeg.
In the next disaster there is no doubt we will see
better communication, improved delivery of service
and overail coordination that wiii make everyone's
roles and responsïbility easier to handle.
During this process numerous other issues and
ideas arose e.g. financiai issues, marketing ideas
that wilI also make our uroeram more effective.

Question 4

Can you describe I provide examples of how Frank demonstrated
open communication, cooperation and respect?

Salvation Army
Director of ResidentiaL Services

- very patient in getting to know and understand our
organization even when fiom t h e to t h e we had to
go back and get outselves organized or gave
confiicting messages at different meetings;
- very open to exploring other partnerships we could
oe invoivea in
- found Frank to be always tactftl and trying to
understand where we were corning fiom while at the
same time maintaining the leadership position that
the City bas to take in this agreement.
Frank took the time to understand us and us
understand them and b d d the necessary mt
relationships before we began to try and put in
writing our intentions;
Frank didn' t assume mything;if he didn't
understand something, he asked for clarification;
- in the h t meeting, Frank explained his dual role,
which included his University project;
- Frank went over every point of the agreement so
that we al1 understood how each other saw it and
was ahvays very open to suggested changes.

~ahatinnArmy
Coordinator of Disuster Services
Frank demonstrated open communication,
cooperation and respect throughout the development
of the agreement (as discussed in question #l).
Frank was very patient with ail members of the
development team no matter whether ihey were
liom hz
i City or The SA.

Emergency Social Services
Chief Of Emergen cy Feeding / CIorhing

Emergency Social Services
~ h i eOff personal Services

Frank's communication, cooperation, and respect
for the project were excellent. His ski11 as a
facilitator was put to good use in al1 of our
meetings, His ability to write the agreement and
minutes of meetings, which were done succinctly
and quickly, was very good. Fm& showed a great
abiüty to h t e n and hear what others were saying.
He was abIe to cl@ content and innuendo by
asking questions and paraphrasing the person's
words. Everyone was satisfied with their input.

1 felt the Salvation Arrny's input into the agreement
was successfiilly included by the request for input,
clarification and the exploration of issues. As
mentioned the brainstorming exercise allowed input
for al1 members and no opinions were dismissed
but rather embodied into common themes.
The meeting were conducted in a casual yet
purposeful fashion where open communication was
encouraged with the posing of questions and
requests for feedback on the formulation of i d e s
and clarification of roles.

Canadian Red Cross
Coordinator, Disaster Services

Ernergency Social Services
Chief of Regktrution and Inquiry

At each meeting held regarding the developrnent of

The thing that struck me most was the cornmitment
to open commtmication,
Frank wouid fiequently use the fotlowing types of
phrases to encourage further dialogue or to probe
m e r into a particular topic:
What do you think about that.. ...
- How do& that a e c t your ability to.. .
- What impact wodd that have on.......
- Would that c a w any problem.. ..Etc.

the agreement, Frank consistendy reviewed the
previous meeting's notes and asked if there were
any points missing or misrepresented. He then
proceeded to outline what he thought might be a
good way to proceed, almys asking the group for
approvd of the process. 1 think this initial style
developed trust amongst the group members with
Frank leading the process.
As the discussion took place, Frank Iistened to each
person and c M e d points to ensure what he heard

-

was what was meant. He drew out from the
discussion what he determined as key points and
verified this with the group. This aspect was a
successful process for clear commrrnication of ideas
or points, cioperation for al1 to listea. which led to
respect amongst the members themseIves.

Emergency Sociat Services
R and I Team Member
Frank was especidiy good when we had to d e f i e

1
1
1
Emergency Social Services

1 Public Aid Coordinator
1 Similar to Number 1.

areas of concem, whek cooperation had failed or
cornunication did not oc& as it shouId. Because
his manner was "probIem-soiving" rather than
"blamhg", people were able to speak honestly. His
ability to rephrase commentaq to ensure that he
(and we) understood the idea or concern clearly also
helped us.

The document was always open for changes.
Very patient in ensuring the wordine was
acceptable.

Question 5. Please make any additional comments related to referenced
Pracücum Objectives and Frank's contribution to achieving them. Feel free to
describe any problems that arose.
S a h t i o n Army
Coordinator of Disaster Services
1 was very pleased with the method used, and the

resuIting agreement. Frcuik gave excellent
leadership to this project

Emergency Social Services

CJiief of Personaf Services
I think Frank did an excellent job of facilitating a
consensus on what mernbers felt would be
Unportant to include in the agreement, in some
1 cases this involved taking philosophical andior
1 abstnct views and translating h e m into tangible,
concrete points which were kcluded in the f d

1

Emergency Social Semces
Public Aïd Coordinator
i was impressed and felt 1 leamed much fiom
observing the process Frank used to achieve what
would be desm'bed as a very thorough and
progressive document. Three organizations made
the time to ensure that a sound product was created.
To close, f feel extremely cornfortable in stating that
The Salvation Army, the Red Cross and the City of
Winnipeg have begun a process to clearly
demonstrate the true meaning of the word
partnership.

interview Responses

Table 2

InteMew questions (attached as Appendix C) were forwarded to respondents
pnor to the interview. Responses have been edited for brevity and clarity. Al1
substantive information has been retahed.
Authon and their responses are identified as noted below.

RCl Ms. Judith Weaver Wright

RC2

Regional Director
Canadian Red Cross
SA1

Captain David Oldford
Executive Director
Community and Residential Services
The Salvation A m y

ESS1 Mr. Joe Egan
Public Aid Coordinator
Cornmunity Services Department
City of Winnipeg

Ms.Angela Sawh
Coordinator Disaster Services
Canadian Red Cross

SA2

Mr. Don Timmerrnan
Coordinator Disaster Services
The Salvation A m y

Emer~encyManagement
Question 1

Would you consider we have achieved the objective recommended by
KPMG to develop a community approach to emergency management?
Eow / Why?

RCI

We are on our way to achieving h t objective. A community approach is an evolving one, part of
a process of building with muItipIe organizations.

RC2

We have acbieved a much better understanding between o w two areas. We need to continue the
inter-agency process we have spoken of in order to clarifL and understand the roles and
responsibilities of aU the local players.
Part of a community approach is knowing your partners and we have developed that part well
between the City and Red Cross.

SAI

Yes, for the most part.
We have made i.&oads between Salvation Army and the City. Now, we need to d e connections
between other agencies, such as the Red Cross. Then we'U be able to say we're on our way to a
community approach.

SA2

Yes. We have corne a long way toward developing better communication and operating
mechanisms between our organizations.

ESS 1

Yes, we have corne a long way from where we used to be in this area. In the past, we have not
attempted to create such close tics with our partners. This is a beginning. We need to continue, to
build a volunteer base, to build an inter-agency base, leading to less reliance on u s and more of a
community effort.

Question 2.

How do you think the issue of "trust" plays into decision-making in
emergency preparedness and response?

We talk in terms of organizational decisions, but it is peopIe mriking those decisions, and when
people d e decisions, we tend to second-guess thern With our enhanced level of familiarity,
perhps we won't be so quick to second-guess decisions in a negative sense. We'U act more
quickly in support of decisions.

Joe (Public Aid Coordinator) know we're not going to run out and cross jurisdictions in a media
interview again. We can feel more confident in one another's areas of expertise.

Trust plays a big part in decisions and organizational relations. Knowing persons as individuais
and professiods means we have been able to share sensitive information, creating stronger
bonds. As a result, we feel that our working relationship improves our organizational efforts. We
have contracts with other organizations that are 20 pages in length; in them, we give Lip service to
"partnerçhip" and then spend pages s p e h g out how we are expected to do our work That's not
trust, or a particuiarly effective relationship.

C o d c a t i o n is the key to trust. Kind of a chicken-egg thing, one engenders the other.
Without a level of trust, o u .organirations just don? speak, we don't prepare plans together and
hence, we don't have a coordinated effort.
As we have gotten to know personnel in partner agencies, we have become better acquainted with
respective roles, tasks and challenges. When they're faced with a challenge fiom their national

headquarters on sornething being done here, they'll be more confident in advising that they have
trust in the direction chosen by their partner.

Question 3.

1s your organization in an improved state of emergency preparedness?
What indicators would you point to, to show that is the case?

RC 1

Yes, we now have a much better understanding of the City's expectations and we're prepared to
meet them

?Le
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how we fit into the City's plan and what their requirements 1 expectations wil1 be of us.

SA L

No question, This recent work has forced us to have a look at our preparedness levels in different
areas of our operation. We haven't really done that since the flood; we needed the time to separate
fiom the ernotional baggage of chat event. Now, we have refocused our efforts on getting better
prepared for the next one. A big improvement we've made is in our abiIity to meet the needs of
our own staff, the caregivers whom we didn't look after we1l enough in past.

SA2

Yes, wc: have gained a much greater appreciation of overall emergency requirernents, and in part,
that has prompted us to develop our own plans fùrther than they have been to date. For example,
reviewing and updating our manuals because we're sharing them with you, developing new
ûaining opportunities and emergencyjob descriptions.

ESS 1

Absolutely. Roles, who is doing what is much sharper. We have much saonger R+I and feeding
programs. We know our partnen; we have significdy enhmced communic;itions with them the key to a more coordinated response - and have pIans for maintaining those Urrproved systerns.
1 think problem solving will be improved as we have access to more infomtion as well as more
resources.

Inter-Orpanizational Coordination
Question 1

Was there any point in Our meetings/negotiations, that you felt your
organization (or ours) was hesitant or resistant to entering into a formai,
contractual relationship wherein the City of Winnipeg might be in charge of
how you conduct operations. Please expand - when did it occur? How was
it characterized?

We are guided in our daily work by the Fundamental PrincipIes of our organization, which inciude
concepts of independence, neutrality, and impartiality. These principles occasionalIy prevent us
kom working in concert with some others, whose mission niay be at odds, for example, groups
who want to change the beliefs of persoar. Occasionaliy, we're asked to consider resource sharing
with other non-profits; we don't get into arrangements that might compromise us, rhat xnight
threaten the security of our financiai base. Entering into any kind of parinership is dificult, but
less so with the City; you represent the total citizenry and have their overail good in mind. We
were hesitant in the beginning, und we Ieanied more about what was being asked and considered.

RC2

Our initial hesitation was grounded in the unknown. We weren't sure what was going to be asked
of us. More importantly, we were not sure we could negotiate; what ifwe said we didn't like
something, was the City simply going to waIk away and decide not to work with us.

SA1

Resistance to Iinking with other groups is usually bound in a fear of the loss of image, of position
and person, what 1 cail ioss of "edilice". You don't want to get swallowed up in a grey mass of
social senrices and lose your identity. In the business of social services, we're also in cornpetition

for fun&. Some partnerships may threatea ou. position, our firnding sources. Neither of these
were issues with the City.
SA2

We went into negotiations with an open mind. We put some issues on the table in the
brainstorming session, such as hd-raising and volunteer recruitment. These were explored, the
City wasn't interested and that wasn't a problem, wasn't a threat to us.

ESS1

No. The Red Cross still has an outstanding financial issue, but that has been an organizational
need more than a point of hesitating about an agreement.

Question 2.

How was the resistance reduced or etiminated (if it was)?

RC1

Our first meeting set the stage for what was / could be discussed. Our fears of being requested to
act as "host" to outside community evacuees was eliminated. We needed the opportunity to
discuss our principIes as they applied to R-tl and its two primary purposes. We got that and full
support for them fiom the City. That went a long way to eliminate any hesitancy.

RC2

As we worked together through the meetings, we did deveiop a sense of knowing one ruiother
much better, a sense of tnrst. Tbat reduced any hesitancy Red Cross had. We also have in our
Act, the statement that we will act "as an auxiliary to government". So, in terms of a contract with
government, it's reaiiy just in keeping with our mission.

Question 3.
SA1

If there never were any perceived threat to organizational autonomy, how
would you rccount for that?

There's no doubt m e Salvation Amy has not aiways worked closely with other organizations,
thinking that we c m do it al1 on our own. It reaUy is up to the head person, the Commander to set
the organintional tone and dl-sction. CurrentIy, that direction means we are l o o b g for mutual
ground with other human service organizations, looking to support one another's minimies. We
see partnerships at our core, working as equals with other groups to the common good. As a large
organhtion, we are aware of the kequality of power among organizations; we are neither
interested in taking over or overshadowing smalier agencies, nor worried that will happen to us.

SA2

We didn't feel that we had a lot to lose if things didn't work out. The Salvation A m y isn't
dependent upon the City for a role to play in an emergency. If we didn't communicate in the first
place, or eventually reach an agreement, the Army would be out there anyway in the next big
event. We would be Iess coordinated in our efforts, and hence, less effective in terms of rui
overali response, but we'd be there. If the City had chosen to Ieave out the clause on "additional
services", the agreement wouldn't have been as comfortabIe for us - I'm not sure where that
would have left us.

ESS 1

We fond ways to get around potential issues, to salis@ partners needs so they didn't need to feel
hesitant or threatened. Frank explored underlying causes, interests, and brought out workable
alternatives. We have managed to define the term parinership, working as equals nther than one
organization controüing another.

